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Lack of participation is a primary problem with money in politics. Relatively few people make political contributions—less than one-half of one percent of the population provides the bulk of the money that politicians collect from individual contributors. This Article introduces and details the state’s interest in expanding citizen participation in financing politics. Rather than focus solely on pushing an incomplete anticorruption framework to restrict special interest influence, reformers should also embrace a strategy of giving more people influence. Reformers should accept that money produces speech and that “special interests” in the form of grassroots organizations are a democratic good that can stimulate participation. Increased participation makes government more accountable and responsive, and citizens who give even small financial contributions are more likely to become vested and participate in nonfinancial ways. The Article also presents policies that allow federal, state, and local legislatures to advance the state’s interest in participation. Such policies include tax credits, donor matching funds, exemptions from disclosure for donors of $500 or less, and relaxed restrictions on political action committees (PACs) and parties funded by small donors.
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This is a critical moment for campaign finance. As a result of the U.S. Supreme Court’s decision in *Citizens United v. Federal Election Commission*, an increasing percentage of American politics is funded by a handful of wealthy individuals and corporations who funnel multimillion-dollar contributions to outside groups. Candidates routinely opt out of the presidential public financing system, and the Federal Election Commission is deadlocked. Technology is posing new challenges and new opportunities, and the Roberts Court stands poised to strike down any new restrictive reforms. With so much in flux, federal, state, and local lawmakers are looking for guidance.

Unfortunately, few fresh answers are coming from the traditional campaign finance reformers, who have largely continued down the familiar path of ferreting out special interest influence. Reformers have pushed for more extensive disclosure of corporate spending as well as restrictions on spending by a few politically vulnerable targets, such as foreign corporations and oil companies. These proposals, however, fail to address squarely the core problem of lack of participation.

This Article introduces and details the state’s interest in having as many

---

1. 130 S. Ct. 876 (2010).
2. For a discussion of different strands of reformers, see infra note 55.
citizens as possible participate in financing politics. Relatively few people make political contributions. While 64% of eligible Americans voted in the November 2008 election, less than 0.5% are responsible for the bulk of the money that politicians collect from individual contributors. Just as civic norms encourage all citizens to vote, a key goal of campaign finance should be to encourage everyone to make a financial contribution to a political candidate or a cause of his or her choice. The bulk of campaign funds should come from a broader cross section of the population.

Ironically, Citizens United itself contains language that gives reformers the fundamental tools they need to rise out of the ashes and introduce a new generation of campaign finance reform that emphasizes participation. In the case, the Supreme Court recognized that “[f]avoritism and influence are not . . . avoidable in representative politics,” that “[d]emocracy is premised on responsiveness,” and that money is an important tool to “hold officials accountable to the people.” Reformers should accept that money produces speech and that “special interests” in the form of grassroots organizations are a democratic good that can mobilize people.

Rather than continue to try to purge special interest influence through more restrictions likely to be struck down by the Court, reformers should embrace what will surely be a more effective strategy—namely, giving more people influence. Increased participation makes government more accountable and responsive to the people as a whole, and citizens who give even small financial contributions are more likely to become vested and participate in nonfinancial ways, such as staffing phone banks or distributing literature to neighbors. Indeed, increased participation helps prevent corruption by diversifying a candidate’s support so that she is less beholden to a narrow group of large donors. Although contribution limits that curb corruption continue to be important, reformers need to spend less energy on “getting big money out of campaigns” and more on “getting the people back in” to those very same campaigns.

Although this Article recognizes the limitations of legal restrictions in campaign finance, it also asserts that law plays an important role in promoting participation. Indeed, whereas government-compelled participation would be

3. See infra notes 147–49. While democratic participation involves contributing money, volunteering time, voting, and various other activities, see infra notes 74–78 and accompanying text, this Article focuses on the state’s interest in advancing financial participation in politics. This topic warrants attention because it has been given inadequate attention by most campaign finance reformers as giving a modest contribution is often easier than voting, yet lags behind voting in the raw number of those who participate, and because the field of campaign finance is undergoing drastic change and is in need of direction.


5. Id. at 898. Because of the importance of participation in holding government accountable to citizens, this Article focuses on increasing widespread participation by citizens rather than on increasing candidate participation (an objective of some traditional public financing systems).

inappropriate, identifying barriers to participation and devising tools to overcome these barriers is a proper function of law. Although many opponents of campaign finance reform rally against spending restrictions that keep citizens from participating, some also oppose legal incentives that facilitate citizens’ participation. These deregulation advocates fail to grapple with the reality that a citizen’s income can pose a barrier to participation, and they elevate their mechanical aversion to government over a commitment to expand liberty.\footnote{The failure of reform skeptics to grapple with income barriers in the campaign finance context is discussed extensively in Spencer Overton, \textit{The Donor Class: Campaign Finance, Democracy, and Participation}, 153 U. Pa. L. Rev. 73, 85–104 (2004).}

A lack of income, however, chokes off financial participation in politics more than it hinders other forms of political participation.\footnote{See Michael J. Malbin et al., \textit{Campaign Fin. Inst., The CFI Small Donor Project: An Overview of the Project and a Preliminary Report on State Legislative Candidates’ Perspectives on Donors and Volunteers} 7–8 (2007) (discussing the importance of being asked to donate money); Sidney Verba et al., \textit{Voice and Equality: Civic Voluntarism in American Politics} 361 (1995) (discussing the importance of income). \textit{See generally Steven J. Rosenstone & John Mark Hansen, Mobilization, Participation, and Democracy in America} (1993).} Among those who are active in politics, for example, people with little income volunteer nearly as much of their time as people with significant income, but income constraints determine who gives money.\footnote{Verba et al., \textit{supra} note 8, at 366 (“When it comes to making financial donations, . . . the resource constraints of income are determinative even among those who are active and engaged in politics.”); id. at 361 (“[P]olitical interest has much less influence on contributions than on the other kinds of acts. . . . In comparison to other activists, contributors are—all else being equal—affluent but not especially engaged.”); id. at 364 (“Political engagement is relatively unimportant for giving money.”).} Individuals with family incomes over $100,000 represented 11% of the population in 2004 and cast 14.9% of the votes, but such individuals were responsible for approximately 80% of itemized political contributions.\footnote{See infra notes 155–57.} Because these donations are in larger amounts, they tend to account for the bulk of money that candidates receive from individuals. In the 2007–2008 election cycle, for example, incumbent members of the House of Representatives received only 6% of their money from individuals who contributed $200 or less.\footnote{See Michael J. Malbin et al., \textit{The Need for an Integrated Vision of Parties and Candidates: National Political Party Finances, 1999–2008}, in \textit{The State of the Parties: The Changing Role of Contemporary American Parties} 185, 198 tbl.11.5 (John C. Green & Daniel J. Coffey eds., 6th ed. 2011). The ratio was substantially similar for the 2003–2004 and 2005–2006 elections. \textit{See id.} Prior to the passage of BCRA in 2002 (when contribution limits were $1,000 rather than $2,300), a larger percentage of candidate money came from smaller contributors. \textit{See id.} For example, in 1999–2000, 15% of money came from small contributors and 24% came from those who gave $1,000. \textit{Id.}} Moreover, the relative futility of small donors is growing—between 2000–2002 and 2006–2008, candidates for the House of Representatives “more than doubled the amount they raised from individuals who gave more than $1,000,” while the amount raised from small donors dropped by approximately
Participation rates are also low due to collective action problems in attracting smaller contributions from a broad group of middle- and lower-income Americans. Candidates face lower transaction costs in mobilizing larger contributions from a narrow group of higher-income Americans. Studies show that mobilization is a major factor in financial participation (people who are asked to give money are much more likely to do so), and fundraisers find that they can raise more money by targeting larger contributors with personalized appeals. 

“Why should I call ten people and ask for $100 each,” many candidates and fundraisers ask, “when it takes me less time to call one person and ask for $1,000?” While generic online solicitations are starting to displace expensive direct-mail solicitations and lower the transaction costs of raising money from smaller donors, data—including trends among candidates for the U.S. House and Senate—reveal that retail solicitation of large contributors continues to dominate fundraising.

Citizens United has the potential to further narrow participation because the decision led to the emergence of independent expenditure-only committees, or “super PACs.” Candidates now have increased incentives to focus on finding a few wealthy investors to steer multimillion-dollar contributions to supportive outside groups.

Federal, state, and local legislatures could choose from a variety of incentives to address these challenges and expand participation. For example, a $100 tax credit for political contributions would effectively allow all citizens to redirect $100 of their earnings from their tax bill to their favorite candidate. Another incentive, donor matching funds, would give six-to-one matching funds on the first $200 of a contribution, so that a $200 contribution would be worth $1,400 to a candidate. Federal, state, and local legislative bodies could also make small donors more valuable to fundraisers by relaxing particular restrictions on PACs and parties funded by small donors.

Significant new data, detailed below, confirm that these incentives would make fundraisers more willing to engage more Americans and expand participation. For example, although candidates in California (which lacks incentives) collect only 5% of their money from contributors who give $250 or less, candidates in Minnesota and New York City (both of which have incentives)  

12. Id. at 201.
13. See infra notes 109–16 and accompanying text.
14. See Malbin et al., supra note 11, at 198 tbl.5, 201 (noting that candidates for the U.S. Senate raised 1.8 times as much money from donations over $1,000 in 2000–2002 compared with 2006–2008).
15. See infra notes 50–51.
16. See Majority PAC and House Majority PAC, FEC Advisory Op. No. 2011-12 (June 30, 2011), available at http://saos.nictusa.com/saos/searchao?SUBMIT=ao&AO=3268 (explaining that federal candidates and officeholders may solicit contributions on behalf of super PACs as long as the solicitation adheres to the contribution limitations defined in BCRA); see also infra notes 163–64 and accompanying text.
collect over half of their money from contributors who give $250 or less.\textsuperscript{17} Minnesota has the fourth-highest participation rate of the thirty-three states studied, and four times more New York City residents contributed to city races (which have incentives) than contributed to state races (which lack such incentives).\textsuperscript{18}

Part I of this Article shows why, even absent the Roberts Court’s decisions narrowing the definition of corruption, the reformers’ regulatory approach was incomplete because it too often ignored—and sometimes even hindered—democratic participation. Part II distinguishes participation from both anticorruption and equality, and it explains why participation is an essential state interest that advances government responsiveness and accountability. Part III details challenges to participation and reviews a menu of legislative options that would provide incentives for more people to participate.

I. PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION

The Court’s decision in \emph{Citizens United} was significant not simply because it allowed unlimited political spending by corporations, but also because the opinion narrowed the definition of “corruption.” This positioned the Court to strike down other restrictions in future cases and also limited the reformers’ options for reconstructing the regulatory structure initially crafted in the 1970s.

Congress enacted the Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974 in the aftermath of the Watergate hearings,\textsuperscript{19} which revealed that President Richard Nixon’s reelection committee not only paid for break-ins but also traded government favors for cash and funneled illegal corporate contributions into secret campaign funds.\textsuperscript{20} As a result,\textsuperscript{21} the 1974 law focused on preventing

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{17} See Michael J. Malbin & Peter W. Brusoe, \textit{Campaign Fin. Inst., Small Donors, Big Democracy: New York City’s Matching Funds as a Model for the Nation and States} 4 tbl.1, 13 (Dec. 13, 2010), \texttt{available at http://www.cfinst.org/pdf/state/NYC-as-a-Model_Malbin-Brusoe_RIG_Dec2010.pdf} (including a chart detailing the breakdown of amounts raised from different donor groups in thirty-three states based on data from the National Institute on Money in State Politics). In New York City, this number includes only participating city council candidates (95% of those elected to city office participated), and it includes both the private funds (the amount contributed under $250) and the public match. \textit{Id.} at 13.
  \item \textsuperscript{18} For detailed discussion, see infra section III.B.2.
  \item \textsuperscript{20} See S. Rep. No. 93-981, at 18–26 (1973) (discussing funding and planning of break-ins); \textit{id.} at 127–29 (discussing controversy over campaign contribution by a corporation that was simultaneously seeking a favorable antitrust decision from the administration); \textit{Business: Again, Political Slush Funds}, \textit{Time}, Mar. 24, 1975, \texttt{http://www.time.com/time/magazine/article/0,9171,946547-2,00.html} (discussing illegal corporate contributions to Nixon campaign funds).
  \item \textsuperscript{21} During his first year in office, President Kennedy appointed a bipartisan commission to study strategies to increase public participation in financing campaigns. Letter from President John F. Kennedy to the President of the Senate and to the Speaker of the House (May 29, 1962), \texttt{available at}
corruption, reducing money spent on politics, and enhancing transparency. The
1974 law enacted a series of contribution and expenditure limits such as
limiting the amount an individual could contribute to a federal candidate to
$1,000, limiting the amount an individual could spend in support of a candidate
to $1,000, and putting a cap on a candidate’s total campaign spending. The
law also enhanced disclosure requirements, instituted a public financing system
for presidential elections, and established the Federal Election Commission.

In *Buckley v. Valeo*, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the 1974 law’s contribu-
tion limits, disclosure requirements, and public financing, but struck down the
limits on spending by candidates, campaigns, and individuals. In its analysis,
the Court explicitly rejected equality as a legitimate reason to restrict contribu-
tions and expenditures and accepted the prevention of corruption and the
appearance of corruption as state interests sufficient to warrant restrictions.

While the Court in *Buckley* never explicitly defined corruption, it repeatedly
referred to the use of financial support given to obtain a “quid pro quo” from
current and potential officeholders. The Court found that contributions pre-
sented an opportunity for quid pro quo corruption and, thus, upheld contribution
limits, but the Court struck down independent expenditure limits because it
found that independent expenditures made by individuals posed no danger of

http://www.presidency.ucsb.edu/ws/index.php?pid=8687&st1=#axzz1.HV1gpIE. (“[I]t is essen-
tial to broaden the base of financial support for candidates and parties. To accomplish this, improvement
of public understanding of campaign finance, coupled with a system of incentives for solicitation and
giving, is necessary. . . . If the financial burdens of presidential campaigns are to be widely shared, then
some system of incentives must be established to encourage broad solicitation and giving.”).

1263, 1263–65.
25. See id. at 143. The Court has applied “exacting” scrutiny to contribution limits and disclosure
requirements, requiring that such regulations be closely drawn to match a sufficiently important state
interest. See *Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC*, 528 U.S. 377, 386 (2000) (contribution limits); *Citizens
26. See *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 48–49 (“[T]he concept that government may restrict the speech of some
elements of our society in order to enhance the relative voice of others is wholly foreign to the First
Amendment . . . .”). The Supreme Court has rejected other state interests put forth to justify campaign
candidates must spend raising money as a sufficient state interest for restrictions); *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at
57 (rejecting reducing the costs of political campaigns as a sufficient state interest for restrictions).
27. See *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 27 (“Of almost equal concern as the danger of actual *quid pro quo*
arrangements is the impact of the appearance of corruption stemming from public awareness of the
opportunities for abuse . . . .”).
28. A few scholars have chronicled and extensively analyzed the Court’s various definitions of
corruption. See, e.g., Thomas F. Burke, *The Concept of Corruption in Campaign Finance Law*, 14
(2009).
30. Id. at 28–29.
The Court later upheld independent expenditure restrictions on corporations, however, in *Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce*. In doing so, the Court introduced another species of corruption: “the corrosive and distorting effects of immense aggregations of wealth that are accumulated with the help of the corporate form and that have little or no correlation to the public’s support for the corporation’s political ideas.” While the majority explicitly attempted to disavow “equality,” many interpreted the Court’s emphasis on the “distorting effects” of corporate wealth as an endorsement of an equalization state interest.

Within a few election cycles, innovative lawyers carved loopholes in the federal restrictions, and reformers crafted and pushed for the Bipartisan

---

31. Specifically, the Court found that “[t]he absence of prearrangement and coordination” between the spender and the candidate alleviated the danger that the expenditure would be given “as a quid pro quo for improper commitments from the candidate.” *Id.* at 47. Under this logic, contribution limits and coordinated expenditure limits would be upheld. See *FEC v. Colo. Republican Fed. Campaign Comm.*, 533 U.S. 431, 464–65 (2001) (upholding restrictions on coordinated expenditures by political parties); *Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC*, 528 U.S. 377, 393–95 (2000) (upholding contribution limits on individuals); *Cal. Med. Ass’n v. FEC*, 453 U.S. 182, 197 (1981) (upholding limits on amount individuals can contribute to political action committees). But see *Randall*, 548 U.S. at 248–50 (invalidating Vermont contributions limits that were so low that they prevented candidates from “amassing the resources necessary for effective [campaign] advocacy” (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted)); *McConnell v. FEC*, 540 U.S. 93, 231–32 (2003) (invalidating a prohibition on contributions by minors), *overruled by Citizens United v. FEC*, 130 S. Ct. 876, 914 (2010). In contrast, independent expenditures by parties, outside groups, PACs, and corporations could not be limited. *See Citizens United*, 130 S. Ct. at 898–99 (invalidating prohibition on corporate independent expenditures and electioneering communications and overruling *McConnell* and *Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce*, 494 U.S. 652 (1990), *overruled by Citizens United*, 130 S. Ct. at 892–96); *Colo. Republican Fed. Campaign Comm. v. FEC*, 518 U.S. 604, 618–19 (1996) (invalidating independent expenditure limit on parties); *FEC v. Mass. Citizens for Life, Inc.*, 479 U.S. 238, 263–64 (1986) (invalidating independent expenditure limits on nonprofit corporations that accepted no money from business corporations or labor unions and satisfied other requirements); *FEC v. Nat’l Conservative PAC*, 470 U.S. 480, 496–98 (1985) (invalidating prohibition on political action committee independent expenditures). The Court also asserted that contribution limits were less problematic than expenditure limits because while “[a] restriction on the amount of money a person or group can spend on political communication . . . necessarily reduces the quantity of expression,” political contributions “serve[] as a general expression of support for the candidate and his views, but do[] not communicate the underlying basis for the support.” *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 19–21.

32. *Id.* at 660; *see also Mass. Citizens for Life*, 479 U.S. at 259 (asserting that nonprofit groups formed to disseminate political ideas rather than amass capital do not risk corruption by the “unfair deployment of wealth for political purposes”).

33. *Austin*, 494 U.S. at 660 (“The Act does not attempt ‘to equalize the relative influence of speakers on elections,’ rather, it ensures that expenditures reflect actual public support for the political ideas espoused by corporations.” (citations omitted) (quoting *id.* at 705 (Kennedy, J., dissenting)).


Campaign Reform Act of 2002 to plug the loopholes. The 2002 Act banned soft money contributions to parties (which previously were unlimited) and restricted "sham issue ad" political spending by corporations and unions.\footnote{See Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-155, §§ 201–04, 116 Stat. 81, 82–86, 88–92 (codified in scattered sections of 2 U.S.C.). “Sham issue ads” are advertisements which avoided legal prohibitions on corporate and labor spending close to an election by simply “omitting words such as ‘vote for’ or ‘vote against,’” while “soft money” represents spending by state and local political parties that the FEC had deemed were “nonfederal campaign activity” and, thus, not subject to the same limitations. Trevor Potter, Campaign Finance Reform: Relevant Constitutional Issues, 34 Ariz. St. L.J. 1123, 1127, 1131 (2002) (quoting Memorandum from Lawrence Noble et al., Soft Money Rulemaking Analysis, Recommendations and Draft Final Rules 5 to the FEC Commissioners (Sept. 21, 2000) (on file at the FEC)).} In upholding the 2002 Act, the Court indicated that corruption was not merely explicit quid pro quo agreements but also included “undue influence on an officeholder’s judgment.”\footnote{McConnell v. FEC, 540 U.S. 93, 143 (2003) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting FEC v. Colo. Republican Fed. Campaign Comm’n, 533 U.S. 431, 441 (2001)); see also id. at 153 (asserting that corruption poses the danger that “officeholders will decide issues not on the merits or the desires of their constituencies, but according to the wishes of those who have made large financial contributions valued by the officeholder”); id. at 152 (noting that a quid pro quo view of corruption “ignores precedent, common sense, and the realities of political fundraising exposed by the record”); Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 389 (2000) (indicating that corruption was not limited to quid pro quo but also “extend[ed] to the broader threat from politicians too compliant with the wishes of large contributors”).} In addition, the Court recognized that “the selling of access” could give rise to “the appearance of corruption.”\footnote{McConnell, 540 U.S. at 154.}

The reformers’ success imposing restrictions, closing loopholes, and encouraging an expansive definition of corruption came to an end when Chief Justice Roberts and Justice Alito joined the Court in the October 2005 Term. The Roberts Court’s initial steps were measured but consistently antiregulation—the Court invalidated low contribution limits, scaled back (but did not invalidate) corporate spending restrictions, and struck down increased contribution limits for candidates who faced self-financed wealthy opponents.\footnote{See Davis v. FEC, 554 U.S. 724, 741–44 (2008) (invalidating Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act “Millionaire’s Amendment,” which raised contribution limits for candidates whose opponents were wealthy self funders); FEC v. Wis. Right to Life, Inc., 551 U.S. 449, 481 (2007) (invalidating BCRA limits on issue advocacy expenditures made by nonprofit organizations); Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230, 245–46, 250–53 (2006) (invalidating Vermont’s low campaign contribution limits). The Court has not been entirely hostile to anticorruption-based limitations on campaign finance activities. See Caperton v. A.T. Massey Coal Co., 556 U.S. 868 (2009) (observing that expenditures on state judicial elections may raise due process concerns).}

In Citizens United, however, the Roberts Court took much larger steps in deconstructing the
reformers’ accomplishments. Not only did the Court strike down restrictions on corporate spending\textsuperscript{41} but in doing so limited the definition of corruption to quid pro quo arrangements.\textsuperscript{42}

In embracing the quid pro quo definition of corruption, the \textit{Citizens United} majority explicitly rejected \textit{Austin}’s “corrosive and distorting” definition.\textsuperscript{43} The Court also seemed to reject the broad definition of corruption as “undue influence over officeholders’ judgment.”\textsuperscript{44} “Ingratiation and access,” the Court concluded, “are not corruption.”\textsuperscript{45} The Court quoted language arguing that favoritism and influence are a part of representative politics, that it is natural for an elected official to respond to supportive voters and contributors, and that “[d]emocracy is premised on responsiveness.”\textsuperscript{46} The Court observed that political spending to influence the electorate is premised on the assumption that the voters have ultimate control over elected officials and, thus, rejected the contention that the spending produced an “appearance of corruption” that would discourage political participation by voters.\textsuperscript{47} To the Court, money produced speech that allowed people to hold politicians accountable.\textsuperscript{48} Rather than checking factions by restricting their liberty, factions “should be checked by permitting them all to speak, and by entrusting the people to judge what is true and what is false.”\textsuperscript{49}

\textit{Citizens United}’s significance was much greater than allowing corporate spending on campaigns. By narrowing the definition of corruption, the Court set the stage for dismantling past accomplishments of the reformers. For example, a federal appeals court held that political committees that only made independent expenditures could accept unlimited contributions from individuals, reasoning that such contributions posed no threat of quid pro quo corruption as defined by

\begin{footnotesize}
\textsuperscript{41} The Court reasoned that independent expenditures do not produce corruption or the appearance of corruption. See \textit{Citizens United v. FEC}, 130 S. Ct. 876, 909 (2010) (“[W]e now conclude that independent expenditures, including those made by corporations, do not give rise to corruption or the appearance of corruption.”). The Court also held that an interest in protecting dissenting shareholders could not justify corporate spending restrictions because any abuse could be corrected by shareholders “through the procedures of corporate democracy.” \textit{Id.} at 911 (quoting \textit{First Nat’l Bank of Bos. v. Bellotti}, 435 U.S. 765, 794 (1978)).

\textsuperscript{42} \textit{Id.} at 909 (“When \textit{Buckley} identified a sufficiently important governmental interest in preventing corruption or the appearance of corruption, that interest was limited to \textit{quid pro quo} corruption.”).

\textsuperscript{43} \textit{Id.} at 904 (rejecting \textit{Austin}’s antidistortion rationale).

\textsuperscript{44} The Court suggested that an “undue influence” definition of corruption is unworkable because “it is unbounded and susceptible to no limiting principle.” See \textit{id.} at 910 (quoting \textit{McConnell}, 540 U.S. at 296 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part)) (internal quotation marks omitted).

\textsuperscript{45} \textit{Id.}

\textsuperscript{46} \textit{Id.} (quoting \textit{McConnell}, 540 U.S. at 297 (Kennedy, J., concurring in the judgment in part and dissenting in part)).

\textsuperscript{47} See \textit{id.} (“Ingratiation and access, in any event, are not corruption.”).

\textsuperscript{48} See \textit{id.} at 898–99.

\textsuperscript{49} \textit{Id.} at 907 (citing \textit{The Federalist} No. 10, at 130 (James Madison) (B. Wright ed., 1961)).
\end{footnotesize}
Citizens United. Using a similar analysis, the Federal Election Commission determined that unions and corporations could give unlimited contributions to such committees. As a result, outside groups were poised to account for a significant portion of spending on federal campaigns.

Even before the Roberts Court’s decisions, however, the campaign finance regulatory structure was obsolete. Corporations, labor unions, and individuals exploited loopholes, funneling millions of dollars in unlimited contributions into 527 “shadow party” organizations to spend on candidate elections. The winning presidential candidate opted out of an antiquated federal public financing system during the 2000 and 2004 primary elections and the 2008 primary and general elections. The Federal Election Commission deadlocked, unable to close the loopholes that reformers sought to remove and engendered criticism from erstwhile supporters of the agency.

Not only was the campaign finance regulatory structure dated, but the major reform efforts in Congress over the past three decades—the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act and the DISCLOSE Act—contained not a single provision to advance citizen participation. The Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002


52. In competitive Senate races in 2010, outside groups often accounted for spending more money than the candidates themselves or a higher percentage than each individual candidate in the race. See, e.g., Outside Spending: 2010 Race: Colorado Senate, CTR. FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS, http://www.opensecrets.org/races/indexp.php?cycle=2010&id=COS1 (last visited Feb. 11, 2012) (showing that the two major candidates spent $35,025,972 combined while outside groups spent $36,866,391). In noncompetitive Senate races, outside groups did not account for much spending. See, e.g., Outside Spending: 2010 Race: New York Senate, CTR. FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS, http://www.opensecrets.org/races/indexp.php?cycle=2010&id=NYS1 (last visited Feb. 11, 2012) (showing that the two major candidates spent $15,331,653 while outside groups only spent $276,801); Outside Spending: 2010 Race: Alabama Senate, CTR. FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS, http://www.opensecrets.org/races/indexp.php?cycle=2010&id=ALS2 (last visited Feb. 11, 2012) (showing that the two major candidates spent $2,653,040 while outside groups only spent $1,480).

53. “It is estimated that during the 2004 elections, 527s spent approximately $435 million on speech and activities designed to affect the presidential results.” Peter J. Wallison & Joel M. Gora, Better Parties, Better Government: A Realistic Program for Campaign Finance Reform 53 (2009); see also Miriam Galston, Emerging Constitutional Paradigms and Justifications for Campaign Finance Regulation: The Case of 527 Groups, 95 GEO. L.J. 1181, 1183 (2007) (detailing contributions to 527s in the 2004 election).


55. See Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act of 2002, Pub. L. No. 107-155, 116 Stat. 81 (codified in scattered sections of 2 U.S.C.); DISCLOSE Act, H.R. 5175, 111th Cong. (2010). Many reformers have focused on reducing the influence of money in politics. Senator John McCain and former Senator Russ Feingold, for example, led the charge against such corruption with the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act, commonly known as McCain-Feingold. See, e.g., McCain-Feingold Showdown, N.Y. TIMES, Mar. 30, 2001, at A22. Their efforts were supported by many in the traditional reform community, such as Fred Wertheimer. See Fred Wertheimer & Susan Weiss Manes, Campaign Finance Reform: A Key to Restoring the Health of Our Democracy, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1126 (1994). Other reformers have focused
closed the “soft money” and “sham issue ad” loopholes. The reformers’ primary response to *Citizens United*—the DISCLOSE Act—focused only on enhanced disclosure generally and a few spending restrictions aimed at foreign-controlled corporations, government contractors, and oil companies.

Traditional reformers sometimes took positions that would effectively undermine participation. For example, some reformers opposed the application of the press exemption to some blogs and urged the FEC to regulate them as “political activity.” Some traditional reformers criticized Barack Obama for opting out of the 2008 presidential general election public financing system, even though that system would prohibit a grassroots supporter from giving Obama a $25 contribution (Obama engaged more small contributors than any candidate in U.S. history). Despite the fact that PACs can bundle together small contributions from various sources, some reformers declined to extend reforms like tax credits for political contributions to PACs because they believed doing so would undermine their “goal of diminishing the role of special on equality of influence. See Edward B. Foley, *Equal-Dollars-per-Voter: A Constitutional Principle of Campaign Finance*, 94 Colum. L. Rev. 1204, 1238 (1994); Richard L. Hasen, *Clipping Coupons for Democracy: An Egalitarian/Public Choice Defense of Campaign Finance Vouchers*, 84 Calif. L. Rev. 1, 28–31 (1996). See generally Bruce Ackerman & Ian Ayres, *Voting With Dollars: A New Paradigm for Campaign Finance* (2002). This Article is not intended to question the motives of reformers or to deny the author’s responsibility for any shortcomings of the traditional reform community. The author has been part of the reform community—he served as the policy chair of the Board of Directors of Common Cause and worked with White House officials to lead the Obama Administration’s work on the DISCLOSE Act. The author has also published several articles arguing for greater judicial deference to traditional campaign finance restrictions. See Spencer Overton, *But Some Are More Equal: Race, Exclusion, and Campaign Finance*, 80 Tex. L. Rev. 987 (2002) [hereinafter Overton, *But Some Are More Equal*]; Spencer Overton, *Mistaken Identity: Unveiling the Property Characteristics of Political Money*, 53 Vand. L. Rev. 1235 (2000); Spencer Overton, *Restraint and Responsibility: Judicial Review of Campaign Reform*, 61 Wash. & Lee L. Rev. 663 (2004). This Article calls for reformers to shift focus to a more effective reform strategy.

56. See supra notes 36–37 and accompanying text.


58. See Emma Greenman, *Strengthening the Hand of Voters in the Marketplace of Ideas: Roadmap to Campaign Finance Reform in a Post-Wisconsin Right to Life Era*, 24 J.L. & Pol. 209, 239 (2008) (“Restrictive campaign reform has not actively increased voter engagement, expanded the voice of underrepresented groups, or deepened the level of democratic discourse. In fact, it could be argued that campaign finance reformers’ pursuit of government restrictions had the effect of sidelining voters, communities and civil associations, minimizing their role in the democratic reform process.”).


interests in politics.” Reformers pushed for restrictions on online services that bundle small contributions for candidates because they feared that a lack of such restrictions would empower MoveOn.org, which they viewed as a special interest. Reformers advocated for disclosure of information about donors of less than $200, which can discourage participation by small donors without the benefit of preventing undue influence.

Many reformers also failed to acknowledge that special interests and the tools they use—bundling and PACs—often facilitate citizen participation. Certainly, reformers have legitimate concerns about special interests. Because voters have incomplete knowledge about candidates and political issues, politicians can become reliant on special interests’ funds and their ability to disseminate information. Similarly, such special interests may be the only ones in society with sufficient economic interest to invest in lobbying and shaping legislation, which can create subsidies for their products at the expense of the rest of the country. As discussed below in Part III, however, despite the rise of Internet fundraising, the cost to candidates of acquiring money from a broad group of people is relatively high compared to the cost of acquiring large contributions from a much narrower group. Special interest groups serve as important intermediaries that reach out to their members (who often lack large resources themselves) and pool resources to support political candidates. These groups

---

63. See, e.g., Richard Briffault, Campaign Finance Disclosure 2.0, 9 Election L.J. 273, 298–99 (2010) (observing that reformers pushed the Obama for America campaign to disclose information on small donors and that such disclosure bears little benefit in preventing undue influence but creates high costs in increased administrative costs to campaigns and the potential of discouraging small donors from participating); Eliza Newlin Carney, Tracking Big Money in Small Amounts, Nat’l J. (Oct. 6, 2008), http://nationaljournal.com/columns/rules-of-the-game/tracking-big-money-in-small-amounts-20081006 (describing reformers’ push for disclosure of small donors and concluding “[i]t does both the public and the candidates a service if they tell more about this large chunk of their money” (quoting Massie Ritsch, communications director for the Center of Responsive Politics)).
65. See Lawrence Lessig, Republic, Lost 43–46 (2011) (noting the prices and subsidies of sweeteners and dairy products, related to political contributions); Downs, supra note 64, at 148–49.
66. These groups can stimulate participation in other ways to hold government officials accountable, such as encouraging and recruiting individuals to become members, providing venues for members to discuss and clarify their positions, communicating members’ views to policymakers, monitoring elected officials’ actions, and communicating this information to their members. See Peter H. Schuck, Against (and for) Madison: An Essay in Praise of Factions, 15 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 553, 580 (1997); see also Greenman, supra note 58, at 218–19, 237 (discussing the participatory benefits of interest groups and civil society); Schmitt, supra note 59 (“Underlying the reform movement seems to be a vision of unmediated political communication that writes organization out. Yet political organizations—parties, interest and affinity groups, community organizations, non-profits, even blogs and other media—can help people find and sort through their shifting and conflicting policy preferences, and, by organizing,
appeal more to the specific interests and energies of individual voters and overcome many of the collective action problems associated with fundraising. Reformers also faced emerging challenges. In trying to plug loopholes and restore a Watergate-era regulatory structure, reformers’ proposals failed to address critical changes in politics. Among other things, the Court shifted, the Internet lowered the cost of small-donor fundraising, and the niche audiences formed by cable, satellite, and interactive and mobile online technologies blurred the lines between traditional press and political advocacy. Further, even though the most defining political shift since Watergate has been a move toward less government rather than good government, reformers’ focus on restrictions played right into the narrative of big government infringing on individual freedoms.

Reformers face a choice. Reformers can choose to invest the bulk of their resources in a perpetual ritual of closing loopholes to restrict special interest money. Following *Citizens United*, some reformers have proposed restrictions on spending by foreign-controlled corporations, government contractors, and oil companies—restrictions that may be popular but lack practical significance. Others have taken a more practical approach, hoping to discourage corporate spending by requiring shareholder approval of political spending as well as enhanced disclosure of the sources of political money. All of these attempts to can help give power to people who are not economically powerful on their own.”); Bradley A. Smith, *Faulty Assumptions and Undemocratic Consequences of Campaign Finance Reform*, 105 *Yale L.J.* 1049, 1076 (1996) (“[B]y banding together with others having similar concerns, individuals can perform the monitoring function at a reasonable cost. Interest groups, and the PACs they spawn, thus play an important role in monitoring officeholders’ performances so as to prevent shirking.”).
resurrect the past are of limited utility because they fail to facilitate citizen participation and because the Roberts Court continues to be skeptical of the campaign finance regulatory structure.

In the alternative, reformers can choose to embrace a new approach. Instead of hoping to empower voters solely by restricting money in politics, reformers can also harness the energy of political actors to mobilize citizens and advance the participation interest.\(^{70}\)

II. THE PARTICIPATION INTEREST

The state has an interest in promoting political participation among citizens that differs from the state’s interest in preventing corruption. Participation exposes the electorate to a variety of ideas and viewpoints, furthers self-government, and enhances the legitimacy of government decisions. Unlike anticorruption efforts, focusing on participation acknowledges that money can be a tool for meaningful engagement, that money can serve as a gateway to other forms of participation, and that only a narrow slice of the population finances politics. As discussed below, participation also differs from equality.

A. THE PARTICIPATION PRINCIPLE

Citizen participation consists of “purposeful activities in which citizens take part in relation to government.”\(^{71}\) Participation is not limited to voting\(^{72}\) but also includes such varied activities as financial support of a political party, issue, or interest group; involvement with a campaign, political party, issue, or interest group; contacting government officials; and public advocacy and pro-

---

70. See Heather K. Gerken & Michael S. Kang, The Institutional Turn in Election Law Scholarship, in RACE, REFORM, AND REGULATION OF THE ELECTORAL PROCESS 86 (Guy-Urriel E. Charles, Heather K. Gerken & Michael S. Kang eds., 2011) (asserting that election law should not stifle politics but should harness politics to advance laudable goals); Michael J. Malbin, Rethinking the Campaign Finance Agenda, 6 FORUM 1, 1 (2008) (arguing that the campaign finance debate should get out of “a corruption rut” and instead advance “positive goals” such as competition and “equality through small donors and volunteers”).


72. See Lani Guinier, Beyond Electocracy: Rethinking the Political Representative as Powerful Stranger, 71 MOD. L. REV. 1, 3 (2008) (“The goals (in terms of its legitimacy, outcomes and process) of representive democracy are not served when we define citizens’ participation primarily by the capacity of the electorate to vote.”); Cass R. Sunstein, Interest Groups in American Public Law, 38 STAN. L. REV. 29, 31 (1985) (asserting that the early republican conception of political participation included deliberative dialogue and debate and was not limited simply to the act of voting); cf. John H. Aldrich, Rational Choice and Turnout, 37 AM. J. POL. SCI. 246, 246 (1993) (stating that “[t]urning out to vote is the most common and important act of political participation in any democracy”).
test. Participation outside of the voting booth makes citizens producers of policy rather than just consumers. The “process of deliberating, deciding, mobilizing or changing one’s mind” has value. Participation throughout the process allows citizens the opportunity to help to set the agenda and make decisions—rather than simply ratify a generic set of decisions made over the last electoral term.

Participation in the context of democracy serves several functions. “Political participation provides the mechanism by which citizens can communicate information about their interests, preferences, and needs and generate pressure to respond.” Participation exposes decisionmakers to a variety of ideas and viewpoints, ensuring fully informed decisions. Participation also enhances the legitimacy of government decisions, which increases the likelihood that citizens will voluntarily comply with such decisions. Participation furthers self-fulfillment and self-definition of individual citizens who play a role in shaping the decisions that impact their lives.

A principle of participation has animated American constitutional discussion since the founding of the nation. Several political rights in the U.S. Constitution...
reflect the participation principle, including the rights of speech, assembly, and petition as well as the bar on denying the franchise based on race, gender, failure to pay a poll tax or other tax, or age to those who are at least eighteen years old. The document also requires that members of the House of Representatives be “chosen every second Year by the People of the several States,” that “the people” will elect U.S. Senators, and that District of Columbia residents may vote for President. The participation principle is an important pillar within the document generally, as the preamble leads with “We the People,” The Sixth Amendment contains the right to a jury trial (and the corresponding obligation for citizens to participate as jurors), and the Tenth Amendment reserves to the States “or to the people” rights not delegated to the federal government. The structural checks and balances of the document also rely on participation for their efficacy. By forcing the branches to agree, the Constitution slows the governing process, allowing participation—through public debate, voting, or litigation—to take its effect in resolving disputes.

In various cases, the participation principle animated the language of members of the U.S. Supreme Court. In 1927, Justice Brandeis wrote: “Those who won our independence believed... that the greatest menace to freedom is an inert people; that public discussion is a political duty; and that this should be a fundamental principle of the American government.” The Court also reflected the principle when it referred to voting “as a fundamental political right, because [it is] preservative of all rights.” Justice Kennedy explicitly acknowledged a state interest in promoting political participation in his concurrence in

80. U.S. CONST. amend. I.
81. Id. amend. XV. In enforcing the Fifteenth Amendment, Congress enacted the Voting Rights Act of 1965, Pub. L. No. 89-110, 79 Stat. 437, which was also driven, in part, by the participation principle.
82. U.S. CONST. amend. XIX.
83. U.S. CONST. amend. XXIV.
84. Id. amend. XXVI.
85. Id. art. I, § 2.
86. Id. amend. XVII.
87. Id. amend. XXIII.
88. Id. pmbl.
89. Id. amend. VI.
90. Id. amend. X. The participation principle is also reflected in various other documents and addresses that shape our national identity, such as Abraham Lincoln’s call to preserve “government of the people, by the people, for the people.” Abraham Lincoln, President, Gettysburg Address (Nov. 19, 1863), available at http://avalon.law.yale.edu/19th_century/gettyb.asp.
92. Yick Wo v. Hopkins, 118 U.S. 356, 370 (1886); accord Reynolds v. Sims, 377 U.S. 533, 561–62 (1964) (“[T]he right of suffrage is a fundamental matter. . . . [T]he right to exercise the franchise in a free and unimpaired manner is preservative of other basic civil and political rights . . . .”). The participation principle also underlies the democracy canon of statutory interpretation, which is roughly formulated as “[a]ll statutes tending to limit the citizen in his exercise of [the right of suffrage] should be liberally construed in his favor.” Owens v. State ex rel. Jennett, 64 Tex. 500, 509 (1885). “Liberal construction of election laws serves to allow the greatest scope for public participation in the electoral process, to allow candidates to get on the ballot, to allow parties to put their candidates on the ballot,
California Democratic Party v. Jones, writing that “[e]ncouraging citizens to vote is a legitimate, indeed essential, state objective; for the constitutional order must be preserved by a strong, participatory democratic process.”

In the campaign finance context, the participation principle has animated the opinions both of Justices who would invalidate campaign finance regulations and of those who would defer to them.

In striking down the ban on corporate expenditures, for example, Justice Kennedy wrote for the majority in Citizens United that “[s]peech is an essential mechanism of democracy, for it is the means to hold officials accountable to the people.” The Court noted that influence is not a reason to restrict spending but is an important component of representative politics because “[d]emocracy is premised on responsiveness.” Citing James Madison, the Court noted that “the remedy of ‘destroying the liberty’ of some factions is ‘worse than the disease.’” Thus, to the Court, these special interests “should be checked by permitting them all to speak, and by entrusting the people to judge what is true and what is false.” The Court cited language that “[u]nder our Constitution it is We The People who are sovereign,” and thus it was vitally important “that the people have access to the views of every group in the community.” It also noted that disclosure provided citizens information to hold “elected officials...
accountable."100

Justices have also cited participation in upholding campaign finance regulation. In *Buckley v. Valeo*, the Court upheld a program that matched donations so that a $250 contribution would be worth $500 to presidential-primary candidates.101 The Court noted the program furthered pertinent First Amendment values because it was “a congressional effort, not to abridge, restrict, or censor speech, but rather to use public money to facilitate and enlarge public discussion and participation in the electoral process, goals vital to a self-governing people.”102 In upholding contribution limits, the Court, in *Nixon v. Shrink Missouri Government PAC*,103 wrote that “the cynical assumption that large donors call the tune could jeopardize the willingness of voters to take part in democratic governance.”104 In *McConnell v. FEC*,105 the Court stated that contribution limits “require candidates and political committees to raise funds from a greater number of persons” and “tangibly benefit public participation in political debate.”106

Others have recognized the value of participation in campaign finance.

---

100. *Citizens United*, 130 S. Ct. at 916. Alexander Meiklejohn viewed the First Amendment as effectuating the participation principle by ensuring that the polity is given access to and allowed to discuss all points of view worth considering. *See Alexander Meiklejohn, Free Speech and Its Relation to Self-Government* 87–88 (The Lawbook Exchange ed. 2004) (1948) (“Far more essential [than a competitive marketplace of ideas], if men are to be their own rulers, is the demand that whatever truth may become available shall be placed at the disposal of all the citizens of the community. . . . [The First Amendment’s] purpose is to give every voting member of the body politic the fullest possible participation in the understanding of those problems with which the citizens of a self-governing society must deal.”).


102. *Id.* at 92–93; *see also* Meiklejohn, *supra* note 100, at 17 (“And the federal legislature is not forbidden to engage in that positive enterprise of cultivating the general intelligence upon which the success of self-government so obviously depends. On the contrary, . . . Congress . . . has a heavy and basic responsibility to promote the freedom of speech.”). *Compare Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 93 n.127 (“Legislation to enhance these First Amendment values is the rule, not the exception. Our statute books are replete with laws providing financial assistance to the exercise of free speech . . . .” (emphasis added)), *with Citizens United*, 130 S. Ct. at 911 (“[I]t is our law and our tradition that more speech, not less, is the governing rule.”). Although the 1974 Amendments were designed to prevent corruption, reformers who pushed the bill may have harbored more participatory motives. *See* Frank J. Sorauf, *Politics, Experience, and the First Amendment: The Case of American Campaign Finance*, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1348, 1356 (1994) (“[I]t was the hope of the reformers in 1974 that the FECA would replace the big money and big contributors of the Nixon era with a grass-roots, mom-and-pop system of local contributions in small sums.”).


104. *Id.* at 390.


106. *Id.* at 136–37 (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 21–22); *see also* *Nixon*, 528 U.S. at 401 (Breyer, J., concurring) (“[B]y limiting the size of the largest contributions, such restrictions aim to democratize the influence that money itself may bring to bear upon the electoral process. In doing so, they seek to build public confidence in that process and broaden the base of a candidate’s meaningful financial support, encouraging the public participation and open discussion that the First Amendment itself presupposes.” (citation omitted)); *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 21–22 (observing that contribution ceilings “require candidates and political committees to raise funds from a greater number of persons”).
President Kennedy thought that increased public participation was a key to campaign finance reform, and during his first year in office he appointed a bipartisan commission to study strategies to increase public participation in financing campaigns. Over the years, a handful of scholars and reformers have also acknowledged participation.

B. PARTICIPATION IS BROADER THAN ANTI-CORRUPTION

In the campaign-finance context, participation encompasses important factors that are not reflected in the anticorruption approach. For example, participation

---

107. Letter from President John F. Kennedy, supra note 21 (“It is essential to broaden the base of financial support for candidates and parties. To accomplish this, improvement of public understanding of campaign finance, coupled with a system of incentives for solicitation and giving, is necessary. . . . If the financial burdens of presidential campaigns are to be widely shared, then some system of incentives must be established to encourage broad solicitation and giving.”).

108. See Thomas Cmar, Toward a Small Donor Democracy: The Past and Future of Incentive Programs for Small Political Contributions, 32 Fordham Urb. L.J. 443, 445 (2005) (“The current federal system of campaign finance regulation creates huge obstacles to the equal participation of grassroots candidates of all parties and ideologies and the small donors who might otherwise support them.”); de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 596 (acknowledging participation as a rationale to support their tax credit proposal but focusing on prevention of corruption as their predominant justification); Donnelly, supra note 6 (“Reformers need to shift away from ‘getting big money out of campaigns’ and toward ‘getting the people back in.’”); Ruth S. Jones, Contributing as Participation, in MONEY, ELECTIONS, AND DEMOCRACY: REFORMING CONGRESSIONAL CAMPAIGN FINANCE 27 (Margaret Latus Nugent & John R. Johannes eds., 1990) (examining whether pre-Internet technologies such as mass mailing have the potential to increase citizen participation in funding campaigns); Michael J. Malbin, Expand Democracy, The American Interest, July/August 2010, available at http://www.the-american-interest.com/article.cfm?piece=854 (“If we want to enhance democracy, democratic participation should be built up rather than squeezed down.”); Overton, supra note 7, at 106 (“Rather than focus on candidate corruption or candidate equalization, campaign reform should empower more citizens to participate in the funding of campaigns.”); William J. Rinner, Note, Maximizing Participation Through Campaign Finance Regulation: A Cap and Trade Mechanism for Political Money, 119 Yale L.J. 1060, 1060 (2010) (asserting that “[t]hose that have proposed participation as a goal often remain tied to unworkable or self-defeating notions of equality” and advocating for a cap and trade system of campaign finance “in which citizens can increase their rights to contribute to political candidates by purchasing permits from other contributors”); Schmitt, supra note 59, at 19 (“The goal of political reform should be to expand the range of choices and voices in the system.”); Molly J. Walker Wilson, The New Role of the Small Donor in Political Campaigns and the Demise of Public Funding, 25 J.L. & Pol. 257, 272 (2009) (“Small donors, who typically have little voice in the debate, enable their chosen candidate to speak for them, and they in turn speak through that candidate. This model is the closest our system can come to true participatory democracy . . . .”); Mark Schmitt, Can Money Be a Force For Good?, The American Prospect (December 12, 2008), http://prospect.org/article/can-money-be-force-good (“The challenge in the next wave of reform is not to try to rebuild the post-Watergate campaign-finance regulations but instead to see money as one factor in a larger system and intervene to turn money into a force for good (participation, robust communication) rather than for ill (corruption, massive inequality in the ability of candidates to be heard).”). These scholars and commentators recognized that corruption was not the only problem, and while they provided an invaluable foundation for the participation interest in the campaign finance context, the writings (including this author’s own prior work) were incomplete. Many of the writings focused on one particular legislative proposal and used participation as one argument to support the proposal. Other treatments focused on a popular audience or largely provided statistical data. These works provided immense support for the arguments in this Article, but they did not develop the participation principle or the state’s interest in enhancing participation from a legal perspective.
acknowledges that money can be a tool for meaningful engagement, that money can serve as a gateway to other forms of participation, and that only a small slice of America participates in financial support of politics. Although prevention of corruption is an important state interest, too often it has been emphasized at the expense of participation. Even absent the Roberts Court’s decision to cut back the definition of corruption, participation would deserve greater emphasis.

The anticorruption rationale does not account for the fact that money can play an important role in facilitating participation. Many people of varied socioeconomic backgrounds lack the time and unique talents to participate in politics, and monetary contributions give them a constructive outlet. One study of those who take part in political campaigns showed that individuals are much more likely to give money than time, with 69% limiting their involvement to giving money, 19% giving both time and money, and 12% giving time but not money. Monetary participation is also meaningful because money is uniquely valuable to the political process. Money can buy political resources that are needed at the moment, such as advertisements and literature, and it can be transferred from one location to another instantaneously.

The anticorruption approach also ignores that financial participation can serve as a gateway to other forms of participation in politics, such as displaying a lawn sign or volunteering to reach voters through canvassing, phone banking, or distributing literature in public places. Studies suggest that small donors are more likely than larger donors to volunteer to ask others to vote for a candidate (for example, phone banking or canvassing), put up a candidate’s campaign signs, or distribute literature at a public place, such as a county fair or election poll site. Interviews suggest that political operatives also see a relationship

109. See Smith, supra note 99, at 90 (“In the political arena, money is the single most important means by which people who lack talents with direct value, such as production of advertising, writing, campaign organization, speaking, and the like, can participate in politics beyond voting.”).

110. VERBA ET AL., supra note 8, at 67.

111. See Smith, supra note 99, at 90 (“[M]oney is different than other forms of political influence because ‘money can buy most non-economic political resources . . . .’ [M]oney is more liquid, and thus more easily moved across states or across the country than other sources of political influence.” (quoting DAVIDW. ADAMANY & GEORGE E. AGREE, POLITICAL MONEY 3 (1975))).

112. MALBIN ET AL., supra note 8, at 28, tbls.2a–d; see also id. at 14, 31 (“One explanation for the difference between small donors’ and large donors’ [nonfinancial] participation may be that candidates generally tended to ask small donors more often than large donors.”); de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 649 (“[P]eople who give also become the focus of other efforts to generate participation, for example, by discussing politics with neighbors, writing letters, and, most importantly, voting.” (citing ROSENSTONE & HANSEN, supra note 8, at 170–78)); Guinier, supra note 72, at 20 (“By generating a belief in their power to make decisions that affect their lives, institutional arrangements to promote collective efficacy may also increase levels of participation in more conventional forms of voting.”). Data suggesting small donors are more likely to go on and participate in various ways support the idea that the state should focus on promoting widespread participation rather than excessive participation by a narrow group.
between giving and other forms of participation. “From the mobilizer’s perspective, the underlying logic of the gateway sequence is a simple extension of the pervasive commercial sales practices of cross-selling and up-selling, in which a firm attempts to persuade someone who has purchased one of its products to buy another, perhaps more expensive [version] of its product.”

Politicians and community organizers sometimes ask citizens for a nominal financial contribution, not as a primary source of campaign revenue but to help develop citizens’ investment in the campaign. Based on that relationship, the organizers then motivate members to engage in other ways, such as volunteering.

The anticorruption rationale is also agnostic to the reality that a small percentage of Americans give to campaigns. Low participation in campaign financing, however, should be of concern. The state has an interest in broader participation in campaign finance, to ensure responsiveness and accountability

---

113. See Malbin et al., supra note 8, at 5–6 (showing how the Ohio County Republican Party converted $75 contributors into phone banking or canvassing volunteers and how national political strategist Karl Rove directed campaign staff to keep records of small donors to ask them to volunteer).

114. Id. at 6. The data above suggest that more people give money than time to politics. But because money may serve as an important gateway to nonfinancial participation, a small monetary contribution may be a relatively easy way for some Americans to participate initially in the electoral process.

115. Id. at 7 n.7 (“The Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement (ICCI), for example, asks members to pay annual dues that range between $25 (for individuals) . . . and $35 (for a family membership). ICCI, like many community organizations, does not rely on the membership dues for a significant portion of its annual operating budget. Dues payment is valued more for its presumed role in binding members, particularly new members, to the organization. In this view, the act of contributing money helps to create and sustain members’ sense of ownership investment in the organization. The organization’s leaders then capitalize on the sense of ownership to motivate members to participate in the more socially integrative activities, such as issue-oriented rallies and public ‘accountability’ meetings with government officials.” (citation omitted)); see also Verba et al., supra note 8, at 367 (“[T]here is reason to believe that participation and engagement are mutually reinforcing: taking part in politics probably enhances political interest, efficacy, and information; reciprocally, these political orientations surely have an impact on participation.”).

116. A Brennan Center study showed that candidates like small-donor fundraising because it allows them to combine fundraising with organizing—the candidates see smaller donors as volunteering and reaching out to neighbors. See Angela Migally & Susan Liss, Brennan Ctr. for Justice, Small Donor Matching Funds: The NYC Election Experience 18 (2010) (indicating that New York City candidates Fernando Ferrer, Mark Weprin, and David Yassky appreciate New York City’s program of providing a 6-to-1 match to the first $175 of a contribution because it allows them to combine fundraising and grassroots campaigning).

117. Skeptics of reform might argue that participation is not a worthwhile state interest because, throughout American history, most voters have simply cast their ballots while political campaigns have been funded by a narrow base of donors. See, e.g., Smith, supra note 66, at 1056 (“[F]or over 200 years, candidates have relied on a small base of donors who hoped to benefit directly from their preferred candidates’ election, whether through a public appointment or a higher tariff.”). But history has also shown a consistent trend toward broader participation (for example, extending the franchise to African-Americans and women, or technology that allows more people to contribute online). Further, clinging to a lack of financial participation in the past ignores benefits of expanded financial participation, such as increased government accountability and financial participation sparking nonfinancial types of participation.
to the people as a whole. Engaging donors of various economic backgrounds exposes political officials to various ideas and viewpoints. Citizens’ participation in the financial context enhances the legitimacy of government decisions. Just as *Citizens United* recognized that corporate restrictions “muffle[d] the voices that best represent the most significant segments of the economy,” a campaign finance system with low participation muffles the voices that represent significant segments of America. Indifference to the fact that fixed incomes deter citizens from making modest political contributions is like indifference to the fact that long lines at the polls discourage busy citizens from voting.

Granted, although participation is distinct from anticorruption, the two concepts are intertwined. Widespread participation prevents corruption by diversifying a candidate’s support so that she is less beholden to a narrow group of large donors. Similarly, preventing corruption and the appearance of corruption is said to promote participation.

The relationship between participation and anticorruption is further complicated depending on one’s definition of corruption. If corruption is broadly defined as “dependency” on a small class of large donors, then greater participation becomes a solution to the problem of corruption. As discussed above, however, many reformers ignore the value of widespread participation and often look to squeeze all private money out of politics.

If impermissible corruption is confined instead to quid-pro-quo arrangements—votes and other government actions in exchange for campaign contributions and

---

118. Skeptics of reform might assert that broader participation does not necessarily make politicians more responsive or accountable to the public as a whole. *Id.* at 1063 (“It is a mistake to assume that a broad base of contributors necessarily makes a campaign in some way more representative or more attuned to the popular will.”). First, this assertion runs counter to a primary justification antireformers use to protect speech. Further, to the extent this observation is true and accountability and responsiveness should be accelerated, perhaps we should do more to emphasize the status of monitoring entities like Small Donor PACs, which are much more sophisticated and capable of monitoring the activities of legislators than individuals and can direct the resources of their members in an appropriate direction. A related argument by skeptics of reform is that broader participation will not be useful because candidates who receive smaller contributions from more Americans are simply more extreme, as are their donors. *See id.* (“This suggests that the ability to raise large sums in small amounts is a sign of fervent backing from a relatively small minority, rather than a sign of broad public support.”). In fact, small-donor extremists are already compelled to give in small amounts by their ideology and incentives broadening participation are more likely to engage those who are not engaged by simple ideology.

119. *Citizens United v. FEC*, 130 S. Ct. 876, 907 (2010) (alteration in original) (internal quotation marks omitted) (quoting *McConnell v. FEC*, 540 U.S. 93, 257–58 (2003) (Scalia, J., concurring in part)); *see also id.* at 929 (Scalia, J., concurring) (“Indeed, to exclude or impede corporate speech is to muzzle the principal agents of the modern free economy. We should celebrate rather than condemn the addition of this speech to the public debate.”).

120. *See Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC*, 528 U.S. 377, 390 (2000) (asserting that “the cynical assumption that large donors call the tune could jeopardize the willingness of voters to take part in democratic governance”). *But see Citizens United*, 130 S. Ct. at 911 (“The appearance of influence or access, furthermore, will not cause the electorate to lose faith in our democracy. . . . The fact that a corporation, or any other speaker, is willing to spend money to try to persuade voters presupposes that the people have the ultimate influence over elected officials.”).

expenditures—then the pool of political activity that is defined as favored participation is much broader. Under this second definition of corruption, favored participation includes large political contributions and expenditures unaccompanied by an explicit quid-pro-quo deal. The problem with this second set of definitions—which seemed to be adopted by the Court in *Citizens United*—is that it ignores that a small number of large political contributions can diminish widespread participation in financing politics.122 This second set of definitions also overlooks the potential for government officials to be accountable and responsive to a narrow group of large contributors rather than a broader and diverse segment of the public.

Regardless of one’s definition of corruption, campaign finance regulation supporters and skeptics should agree on some basic principles. First, quid-pro-quo corruption is a problem distinct from low participation, and campaign finance law should prevent quid-pro-quo corruption. Second, campaign finance law should also promote widespread participation by citizens. Those with a narrow quid-pro-quo understanding of corruption—who would protect large or even unlimited contributions and expenditures—should be motivated to promote widespread participation by their reverence for expressive liberties and the ability of the people to check government. Reformers who prefer a broader “improper dependency” definition of corruption should be motivated to promote widespread participation because it will decrease the dependency of politicians on a narrow class of donors and because a majority of Justices currently are skeptical of increased restrictions on political money.

Reformers may claim to sympathize with participation yet emphasize anticorruption because of the Court’s focus on the latter concept, but that argument is unsatisfactory.123 Although the Court has limited its justifications for contribution restrictions to preventing corruption, it has not similarly limited the justifications for supporting the other tools, such as disclosure or matching funds.124

C. PARTICIPATION IS NOT “EQUALITY”

Participation also differs from equality. Although the Court has rejected

---

122. *See supra* notes 17–18 and accompanying text; *see also infra* notes 161–62 and accompanying text.

123. *See de Figueirêdo & Garrett, supra* note 61, at 593 (“Greater participation by individual donors serves the primary goal of campaign finance regulation—combating quid pro quo corruption by special interests—because it dilutes their power.”).

124. The Court has recognized that disclosure requirements prevent not only corruption and the appearance thereof, but they also help voters evaluate candidates’ political views and the interests to which a candidate is most likely to be responsive if elected and also help detect contribution limit violations. *Buckley v. Valeo*, 424 U.S. 1, 66–68 (1976) (per curiam). The Court found that public financing facilitated, rather than restricted, public discussion and participation, and it therefore deferred to state interests in using public financing “to reduce the deleterious influence of large contributions on our political process, to facilitate communication by candidates with the electorate, and to free candidates from the rigors of fundraising.” *Id.* at 91, 95–96.
equalization as a legitimate goal for campaign finance restrictions, several reformers have pushed for equality and might assert that participation is simply a version of equality. Participation as a democratic value, the argument goes, is rooted in the idea that we are all equal citizens. If Austin’s justification for upholding corporate spending restrictions (corporate spending bears “no relation to the public’s views”) can be characterized as equalization, one might argue, participation is also a species of equality. Shifting from “getting money out of politics” to “getting the people back into politics” is simply a different way of saying “floors without ceilings” or “leveling-up rather than leveling-down.” Indeed, many who have pushed specific proposals listed below—including tax credits and matching funds—have cited equality as a motivating factor. The Court rejected equality as a government interest in restricting

125. *Id.* at 48–49 (“But the concept that government may restrict the speech of some elements of our society in order to enhance the relative voice of others is wholly foreign to the First Amendment . . . .”); see also *Citizens United*, 130 S. Ct. at 904 (“But *Buckley* rejected the premise that the Government has an interest in equalizing the relative ability of individuals and groups to influence the outcome of elections.”) (quoting *Buckley*, 424 U.S. at 48)).

126. See, e.g., Richard Briffault, *Public Funding and Democratic Elections*, 148 U. Pa. L. Rev. 563, 577–78 (1999) (“[D]ramatically unequal campaign spending that reflects underlying inequalities of wealth is in sharp tension with the one person, one vote principle enshrined in our civic culture and our constitutional law. Public funding is necessary to bring our campaign finance system more in line with our central value of political equality.”); *Foley*, *supra* note 55, at 1215 (“In thinking about distributive justice, I start with the basic premise that all persons have equal intrinsic worth, which I call the principle of intrinsic equality.”); Richard L. Hasen, *Political Equality, the Internet, and Campaign Finance Regulation*, 6 Forum 1, 6, 7 (2008) [hereinafter Hasen, *Political Equality*] (predicting that the Roberts Court would strike corporate spending restrictions and would “make the campaign finance system less egalitarian,” asserting that the rise of Internet giving “could create more political equality than we have seen in past presidential elections,” and promoting “barometer equality” in which “campaign spending roughly mirrors public support for the candidate’s political ideas”); Hasen, *supra* note 55, at 27–28 (asserting that “[e]galitarian pluralism aims to equalize the ability of different individuals to affect the political process” and is based on the notion that “disparities in wealth and ability to organize are not relevant to the individual’s right to influence political outcomes”); Jamin Raskin & John Bonifaz, *Equal Protection and the Wealth Primary*, 11 Yale L. & Pol’y Rev. 273, 279 (1993) (declaring that “[t]he purpose of this Article is to demonstrate that the current campaign finance regime is inconsistent with equal protection or, at the very least, warrants congressional action to vindicate equal protection”); Daniel P. Tokaji, *The Obliteration of Equality in American Campaign Finance Law (and Why the Canadian Approach Is Superior)* (Ohio State Pub. Law Working Paper No. 140, 2011). Even the author of this Article is not immune from focusing on equality at times. See Overton, *But Some Are More Equal*, *supra* note 55, at 1002 (“Nevertheless, Reformers have not examined policies that have illegitimately shaped the distribution of property, such as past state-sanctioned discrimination against racial minorities and the impact of these historical policies on the current racial distribution of wealth and the ability of racial minorities to participate in a privately financed political system.”).


128. See *Anthony J. Corrado et al., Reform in an Age of Networked Campaigns: How To Foster Citizen Participation Through Small Donors and Volunteers* 8 (2010); Cmar, *supra* note 108, at 485 (“The real concern should thus be political equality, not corruption or its appearance.”).
money, these reformers might argue, and participation simply repackages equality. Better, these reformers argue, to stand and criticize the Court rather than abandon equality as a concept.

Granted, it is easy to collapse equality and participation. During the civil rights movement, African-Americans were denied the opportunity to participate in many activities (including voting) because cultural norms viewed them as unequal. Also, both equality and participation are important components of self-government—equality prevents individuals from being governed by an aristocratic class, and participation allows individuals to provide input into the democratic process. Finally, the gravitational pull of the traditional anticorruption paradigm—which included a debate about whether preventing corruption might be stretched to include a rough form of equality—makes it difficult to conceive of participation as a distinct concept.

Participation, however, differs from equality. Equality is mathematical and allocation-oriented. Participation is about personal engagement, being vested in a cause, joining with like-minded individuals, and reaching out with and deliberating with neighbors. Participation encompasses the special experience individuals enjoy in being engaged in and owning a part of a campaign and being connected to something larger than themselves. Those feelings extend beyond stuffing envelopes and include giving and raising money (in both small and large amounts).

Also, equality does not guarantee participation. For example, one person, one vote and high voter participation are two distinct goals. Granted, higher participation may ensure that certain communities are not underrepresented. Nevertheless, the equality that results from high turnout is distinct from the other attributes of participation, including deliberation, engagement, joining with other citizens, being creators rather than simply consumers of policy, and ultimately self-government.

In the voting context—which requires equality—participation is binary. People

---


130. Richard L. Hasen, Citizens United and the Orphaned Antidistortion Rationale, 27 GA. ST. U. L. REV. 989, 1002 (2011) (“While these may also be valid rationales to sustain some campaign finance laws, promoting political equality is the real unspoken motivating force behind many legislative proposals to ameliorate the effects of Citizens United and to defend existing campaign finance laws against First Amendment challenge.”).

131. Id. at 991 (“[K]eeping the political equality rationale in the closet will make it harder to get legislative and judicial change in the campaign finance arena going forward, and it prevents a full and honest debate about the desirability and cost of campaign finance laws justified on political equality grounds.”); Tokaji, supra note 126.

132. Cf. Jeremy N. Sheff, The Myth of the Level Playing Field: Knowledge, Affect, and Repetition in Public Debate, 75 Mo. L. REV. 143, 178 (2010) (asserting that “face-to-face contact between a door-to-door canvasser and a voter” has the “strongest effect on political engagement,” that both political and civic participation declined over the late twentieth century as politics became professionalized, and that civic engagement, rather than campaign finance regulation, may be most likely to solve problems).
either vote or they do not. In the campaign finance context, participation is multidimensional. Some people give a lot, some a little. Some fundraise. Some people spend. Financial participation allows for an expression of intensity of preferences, whereas participation in the voting context does not.

Equality tolerates a lack of citizen influence over the debate and indeed may even necessitate it. For example, in discussing how direct grants of public financing to candidates promote equality, Professor Richard Briffault wrote:

Public funding can break the tie between private wealth and electoral influence while simultaneously supplementing campaign resources. Money from the public fisc comes from everyone and, thus, from no one in particular. No one gains influence over the election through public funding. The more the funds for election campaigns come from the public treasury, the more evenly is financial influence over election outcomes spread across the populace.  

In attempting to ensure that money comes from “no one in particular,” precise equality fails to appreciate that excessive restrictions can deaden political participation to the detriment of society as a whole. By pushing for equal public funding paid directly to candidates, some egalitarian reformers disregard the central role that citizens should play in democratic debate.  

Administratively, it is relatively easy to measure votes and to ensure that no person casts more votes than another. Although financial participation is quantifiable, it is difficult to measure the value of money in relation to the ultimate result. The giving of money is generally not a final political act but is converted into messages, services, and strategies, some of which are more effective than others in winning elections.

The administrability differences between equality and participation can be seen in voucher programs, which have been proposed by Bruce Ackerman and Ian Ayres as well as Edward Foley and Rick Hasen. The Ackerman–Ayres voucher program, for example, would give all Americans $50 in “Patriot  

133. Briffault, supra note 126, at 578.  
134. While he touts public funding grants to candidates, Professor Briffault acknowledges the limitations of precise equality. See id. at 577–78 (“It is not possible to truly equalize influence over elections. Indeed, given the value of robust and uninhibited political participation and the extensive regulation it would take to assure total equality, assuring absolutely equal influence over elections is not even desirable.”).  
135. Id. (distinguishing participation in an election campaign from voting).  
136. See Bruce Ackerman & Ian Ayres, Voting with Dollars: A New Paradigm for Campaign Finance 9 (2002); Foley, supra note 55; Hasen, supra note 55; Bruce Ackerman & David Wu, How To Counter Corporate Speech, WALL ST. J. (January 26, 2010, 6:50 PM ET), http://online.wsj.com/article/SB10001424052748703906204575027021768240904.html. In addition, the voucher program requires the establishment of a specialized bureaucracy and is much more administratively difficult than any of the participation-oriented proposals in Part III. See Cass R. Sunstein, Political Equality and Unintended Consequences, 94 COLUM. L. REV. 1390, 1413 (1994) (supporting the Ackerman–Ayres voucher program but acknowledging that “[i]t would not be simple to police the boundary between vouchers and ordinary money . . . [and a] bureaucratic apparatus would be necessary”).
Dollars” to give to their favored candidates who participate in the program and agree not to accept other forms of private financing. Vouchers promote mathematical equality by giving the same amount of money to each person. They make money more like voting. As a separate matter, by giving citizens a role in the allocation of public funding, vouchers promote greater citizen participation than equal public-financing grants distributed by the government directly to candidates.

But by tying the use of instrumentalities of participation to fixed and inflexible principles, mechanical equality aspires to a mathematical certainty that is inconsistent with fair and practical implementation in areas other than voting. For example, the equality-oriented voucher programs present a significant risk of evasion as outside groups could spend money that either support a voucher candidate or vilify his opponent. On the other hand, a complete prohibition on the use of outside private funds for political purposes would outlaw even the purchase of a poster board to make a sign criticizing a candidate.

Although this Article is not proposing Ackerman and Ayres’s mathematical equality, reformers nevertheless might assert that this Article advocates descriptive representation in the financing of campaigns. A contributor population that roughly reflects the American population as a whole advances equality norms, reformers might argue, and is consistent with Austin’s embrace of the need to restrict “corrosive and distorting” spending that bears “little or no correlation” to public support. Indeed, demographic studies by one of the leading research organizations on small donors—the Campaign Finance Institute—have found small donors are closer than large donors to nondonors (who constitute a majority of Americans) in terms of income, education, policy views, and gender diversity. Accordingly, the Institute has promoted reforms that increase the number of small donors in order “to make the system more representative.”


138. See RONALD DWORKIN, SOVEREIGN VIRTUE: THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF EQUALITY 198 (2000) (distinguishing between equality of deliberation, or “influence,” and decisionmaking and arguing that “equality of influence is incompatible, even in principle, with other attractive aspects of an egalitarian society”).


140. WESLEY Y. JOE ET AL., DO SMALL DONORS IMPROVE REPRESENTATION? SOME ANSWERS FROM RECENT Gubernatorial and State Legislative Elections 9 (2008), (“Small donors have less household income than large donors, are less likely to have a postgraduate professional degree, and are more likely to be female.”); id. at 10–11 (finding that nondonors are closer to small donors than large donors in terms of policy views). Despite the fact that smaller donors are more representative of society as a whole, the Campaign Finance Institute found that people under fifty, people without a college degree, and people of color remained grossly underrepresented among small donors. Id. at 9.

141. Malbin, supra note 108 (“There are at least three good reasons to care about increasing the role of small donors: to dilute the role of large donors, to make the system more representative and to increase democratic engagement as a good in itself.”).
Although the participation principle does not mandate proportional representation or consciously empower certain political or economic segments, the principle does recognize that lack of income causes people not to participate and causes political operatives to focus their efforts, outreach, and engagement on wealthier populations to prompt participation by them. Participation is an important indicator of autonomy and self-governance, regardless of income. The law has a role in facilitating participation because economic disparities hamper participation. Further, this legal response is not limited to equalizing political resources between candidates (as public financing grants attempt to do) or between individual citizens (as vouchers attempt to do).142

As detailed in Part III, participation moves away from precise equality in the individual context and recognizes that groups and associations can be empowering. Groups of thousands of people who each give small contributions can compete with big-dollar contributors, even though no equality among donors as individuals exists. Normatively, such a world would be better than the status quo, even though it might violate some ideals of equality of individuals. Participation aims to build a platform that promotes liberty, empowers different groups to check one another, and allows citizens (and the groups to which they belong) to increase government accountability and responsiveness to a broader segment of the population.

The Court’s disdain for equality in a handful of campaign finance contexts,143 however, should not prevent an honest acknowledgment of the connections between participation and equality. As discussed in section III.A, economic inequality hampers widespread participation (middle- and lower-class individuals are less able to participate, and candidates are less likely to solicit contributions from middle- and lower-class individuals). The law should not equalize people of different incomes, but it should recognize income and wealth as barriers to participation and provide incentives that encourage widespread participation.144 Using the law to overcome financial barriers to participation

142. Professor Bradley Smith, who opposes campaign finance reform generally, has asserted that political contributions facilitate equality by giving people who lack political skills the ability to influence politics. Smith, supra note 99, at 94. Simply because “equality” is related to a principle like “freedom of expression” or “participation” does not mean that the principle does not have independent characteristics or that the government must mandate uniform equality.

143. The Court generally has prohibited equalization as a primary justification for laws that restrict or chill political speech among candidates. See, e.g., Ariz. Free Enter. Club’s Freedom Club PAC v. Bennett, 131 S. Ct. 2806, 2825–26 (2011); Davis v. FEC, 554 U.S. 724, 738–39 (2008). In contrast, this Article focuses on laws that facilitate participation by citizens, a justification reflected in several laws and election practices (for example, state design and providing of ballots, state funding and conducting of the party primary election process, state funding of elections from the general treasury rather than taxing voters, state offering of voter registration services at Department of Motor Vehicle Offices, and a public matching of donations so that a $250 contribution is worth $500 to presidential primary candidates). See Spencer Overton, Matching Political Contributions, 96 MINN. L. REV. (forthcoming 2012).

144. While individuals focused on equality would object to reforms that increased financial participation to 30% of the population who also happened to be the wealthiest 30% of the population, such
differs from the position that society should advance equality by restricting the purchase of speech.\textsuperscript{145}

\section*{III. The Way Forward}

This Part identifies the challenges to participation, presents a menu of legislative options to address the challenges, and analyzes the constitutional status of these options.

Some traditional reformers may be skeptical of investing energy in advancing participation. Broader participation is unrealistic, the argument goes, because most Americans lack the money and interest to contribute. Due to \textit{Citizens United}, multimillion-dollar contributions to outside groups and five-figure contributions to political parties mean even more, and $100 contributions by average Americans mean less.

Acknowledging the Roberts Court’s directive that the people should be able to use money to hold politicians accountable, however, does not require ignoring the challenges to participation. Market forces alone will not sufficiently expand participation in the near future.\textsuperscript{146} Identifying the challenges to participa-
tion and addressing them is a proper function of law.

A. UNDERSTANDING CHALLENGES TO PARTICIPATION

The limited income of most citizens and strategic fundraising outreach to higher-income citizens are the primary challenges to broader participation in campaign financing.

While 64% of eligible Americans voted in the November 2008 election, only 10% typically give to political campaigns, and less than one-half of one percent are responsible for the bulk of the money collected by politicians from individual contributors. In state gubernatorial and state legislative races, contribution rates among the voting-age population range from a high of 5.44% in Rhode Island down to a low of 0.49% in New York. Participation rates are

---


148. There is a strong consensus that 10% of the people in surveys respond that they have contributed money during the year to a federal, state, or local candidate or party. See Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 8, at 41–42 (finding that, between 1952 and 1990, in presidential election years only 10% of the voting-age population contributed money to parties or candidates, using data from 1952–1990 National Election Studies); Stephen Ansolabehere, John M. de Figueiredo & James M. Snyder, Jr., Why Is There So Little Money in U.S. Politics?, 17 J. Econ. Persp. 105, 108 (2003) (finding that during the 2000 election, 10% of Americans over the age of eighteen (21-million people) gave to political candidates, party committees, or political organizations, including $1.1 billion to candidates, $700 million to political parties, and $600 million to PACs); de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 647 (“Surveys have shown that 10% of individuals currently give to campaigns.”); Jones, supra note 108, at 27 (“Typically, no more than 10 to 12 percent of the electorate have provided financial contributions to electoral campaigns . . . .”). Because small contributions on the federal level and in many states and localities do not need to be individually itemized and disclosed, we do not know exactly how many people contribute and instead must rely on extrapolations from survey data. One survey found that 24% of respondents gave campaign contributions during the 1988 election season. Verba et al., supra note 8, at 51 fig.3.1, 54 tbl.3.1.

149. In 2008, 0.44% of the adult population made a political contribution worth $200 or more. See Donor Demographics, Ctr. for Responsive Politics, http://www.opensecrets.org/bigpicture/DonorDemographics.php?cycle=2008 (last visited Jan. 16, 2012). At the state level, a fraction of one percent of donors make contributions, accounting for 80% of the money contributed. See E-mail from Edwin Bender, Exec. Dir., Nat’l Inst. on Money in State Politics, to Spencer Overton, Professor of Law, The George Wash. Univ. Law Sch. (Mar. 7, 2011, 12:18 EST) (on file with author). It is difficult to know what percentage of money contributed to PACs comes from small donors because of limited disclosure requirements. The Center for Responsive Politics provides information on the total receipts of the Top 20 PACs and their total receipts from contributions over $200. See Top PACs, Ctr. for Responsive Politics, http://www.opensecrets.org/pacs/toppacs.php?cycle=2010&type=R&filter=P (last visited Jan. 16, 2012). These PACs range from receiving almost no money from large individual donors (such as ActBlue, which received only $607,552 of its $63,970,125 in 2009–2010 receipts from individual contributions of $200 or more, and the National Rifle Association, which received only $488,409 of its $15,463,604 from individual contributions of $200 or more) to those that were funded almost exclusively by large individual contributions (such as American Crossroads, which received $26,208,545 of its $26,575,589 in 2009–2010 receipts from large individual donors).

150. See Malbin & Brusco, supra note 17, at 7 tbl.3 (chart detailing percentage of population contributing in thirty-three states, based on data from the National Institute on Money in State Politics).
low, in large part, because most politicians raise the bulk of their money from a relatively small number of larger contributors. Candidates for the U.S. House of Representatives, for example, generally receive approximately four times more money from individuals giving $1,000 or more than they do from contributors who give $200 or less. Similar trends exist in most states for legislative and gubernatorial candidates.

Although donors’ motives for giving vary, studies show that income is the primary factor in determining whether a person makes a political contribution. As a result, wealthier individuals are responsible for most of the money contributed by individuals to candidates. Individuals with family incomes over $100,000 represented 11% of the population in 2004, cast 14.9% of the votes, and were responsible for approximately 80% of contributions over $200. And the higher contribution rate among wealthier people does not stem

151. See Malbin et al., supra note 11, at 22–23. Prior to the passage of BCRA in 2002 (when contribution limits were $1,000 rather than $2,300), a larger percentage of candidate money came from smaller contributors. See id. For example, in 1999–2000, 15% of money came from small contributors and 24% came from those who gave $1,000. Id.

152. See Malbin & Brusoe, supra note 17, at 4 tbl.1 (showing that, in twenty-nine of the thirty-three states studied, individual contributors of $1,000 or more accounted for more money raised by candidates than individual contributors of $250 or less).

153. A variety of behavioral, psychological, social, and political factors motivate giving, including, but not limited to, a donor’s desire to advance her economic self-interest, advance a cause, support friends, or socialize at an event. See Peter L. Francia et al., The Financiers of Congressional Elections: Investors, Ideologues, and Intimates 42–69 (2003) (discussing the variety of factors that motivate donors); Joe et al., supra note 140, at 14 (discussing the factors that motivate both large and small donors). While private actors, rather than the law, can best address many of these factors, the law can increase the private actors’ incentives to invest resources into addressing these factors through the legislative proposals below.

154. Most studies find that income is the most significant factor in making financial contributions but also find that donors tend to be older and more educated. See Joe et al., supra note 140, at 3 (“The view is supported by a plethora of anecdotal evidence and systematic studies that have found that the amount of money that a donor gives to a campaign depends partially on the donor’s income level.” (citations omitted)); Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 8, at 130–32; cf. Verba et al., supra note 8, at 361 (“In accounting for the volume of contributions to politics, family income is, overwhelmingly, the dominant factor. To give money one needs money and, apparently, little else.”). Some citizens may refrain from participating because they sense their contributions will not make a difference and are insignificant relative to larger contributions. One could make a similar assessment about casting a single ballot in a statewide election of eight million voters, however; yet a combination of factors prompt a majority of Americans eligible to vote to do so in presidential elections. See Verba et al., supra note 8, at 115 tbl.4.1 (showing that people vote for material benefits, social gratifications, civic gratifications, and policy gratifications).


156. See id. (showing that in 2004, of the 125,736,000 Americans that voted, 18,737,000 had family incomes above $100,000, or 14.9%).

157. See Inst. for Politics, Democracy, and the Internet, Small Donors and Online Giving: A Study of Donors to the 2004 Presidential Campaigns 12 tbl.1 (2006) (finding that 86% of the contributions over $200 in 2000 and 78% of such contributions in 2004 came from individuals with a household income over $100,000). Other studies have reached similarly stark findings on the power of high-income donors. See Verba et al., supra note 8, at 193 (utilizing data from a period in which
simply from the fact that wealthier people are more likely to be politically engaged. Even among politically engaged people, wealthier individuals are much more likely to give money (even though they are not more likely to give time).  

Examining the incentives of politicians is also important because citizen participation is rarely spontaneous. People donate because someone asks them to do so. Determining whom to solicit shapes financial participation much more than it shapes other forms of participation. One study found that people contacted by a political party are 79% more likely to contribute money than those not contacted.

As with other forms of participation, candidates and other political mobilizers target their resources strategically and often focus their fundraising efforts on a narrow group of higher-income Americans. Raising $25,000 through successful candidate phone calls with ten $2,500 contributors is more efficient than raising $25,000 through successful candidate phone calls with 250 $100 contributors. Solicitations to a broader group of individuals for smaller contributors can also be more expensive relative to yield. Direct mail is particularly expensive, in part because only 10% of those who are asked for money respond with a

---

158. See Verba et al., supra note 8, at 364–66 (“The affluent are much more likely both to give time and to give money to politics. However, once an individual has crossed the threshold and has given something, the relationship between affluence and the amount given differs: among those who give time, there is no relationship between income and the amount of time given; among contributors, the affluent give, on average much more than those whose incomes are more limited.”).

159. Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 8, at 36–37 (observing that “[t]he strategic choices of political leaders—their determinations of who and when to mobilize—determine the shape of political participation in America”); Verba et al., supra note 8, at 137–38 (comparing spontaneous political activity to that which is done in response to a request, and finding that “[o]nly for contributors . . . is the proportion who acted spontaneously well under half”).

160. See Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 8, at 171.

161. Francis et al., supra note 153, at 85–86 (“To make effective use of their time, fundraisers look for potential donors from the lists of those who have given before . . . [Also,] [t]he wealthiest donors are likely to be asked to give more often.”); Rosenstone & Hansen, supra note 8, at 210 (“Political mobilizers target and time their efforts strategically. They concentrate their energies on people who seem likely to participate if asked . . . .”). With congressional campaigns, donors who give regularly—habitual donors—account for 78% of the contributions over $200 from the donor pool and are considered “the low-lying fruit of fundraising; they are the ones to whom fundraisers turn first” and “are more routinely asked to give by candidates than are occasional donors.” Francis et al., supra note 153 at 22.
contribution. Although the Internet lowers transaction costs for generic fundraising appeals, most politicians and fundraising consultants make retail outreach to established large-donor networks the core of their fundraising efforts.

The focus on soliciting a narrow group of large contributors may be exacerbated by *Citizens United* and its progeny. Following *Citizen United*’s reasoning that independent expenditures are not corrupting, a series of agency and judicial decisions held that outside groups that make independent expenditures may collect unlimited contributions from individuals, corporations, and unions. These outside groups—many of which were funded by multimillion-dollar contributions from only a handful of contributors—comprised a majority of spending in closely contested U.S. Senate races in 2010 and will likely account for an increasing percentage of money spent on elections. In response to increased spending by outside groups, candidates may feel the need to increase their focus on maximum contributors, raise more money through large party committee contributions (in 2012, contribution limits were $2,500 per election for federal candidates but $30,800 per year for federal parties), and amend campaign finance statutes to allow for larger contributions to both candidates and parties. Candidates may also increasingly focus their finite resources on encouraging wealthy backers to make multimillion-dollar contributions to supportive outside groups.

Driving down the high cost of broader fundraising relative to yield, therefore, is key to facilitating broader outreach that would stimulate participation. That is, reaching out to a broader group must either provide a larger monetary benefit or be cheaper.

162. Verba et al., * supra* note 8, at 143; see also Erika Lovley, *Congress’s Small-Donor Darlings*, POLITICO (Feb. 23, 2010, 5:14 AM EDT), http://www.politico.com/news/stories/0210/33313.html (“For the most part, [candidate William Russell’s $2.29 million] cash haul is misleading. While Russell is collecting small-donor dollars at a furious pace, most of that money isn’t actually being plowed into the campaign. Rather, it’s getting burned in the act of prospecting for even more small donors . . . .”).


165. See de Figueiredo & Garrett, * supra* note 61, at 624 (“An effective way to increase [small] donations is to make giving easier and cheaper; another is to design a system where it is in the interest of sophisticated political players to encourage more donors to become involved in politics.”); Daniel H. Lowenstein, *Voting with Votes*, 116 Harv. L. Rev. 1971, 1971 (2003) (reviewing Bruce Ackerman & Ian Ayres, *Voting with Dollars: A New Paradigm for Campaign Finance* (2002)) (“Here is a handy rule of thumb for evaluating campaign finance reform proposals: If the proposal makes it easier for politicians to raise campaign funds, it deserves serious consideration. If it makes it more difficult for politicians to raise money, regard it with skepticism.”); Matthew T. Sanderson, Note, *Voodoo Economics: A Look Abroad for a Supply-Side Solution to America’s Campaign-Finance Riddle*, 41 Vand. J. Transnat’l L. 937, 980 (2008) (arguing for reducing “political money’s price and undermining circumventive activities in an effort to lower the amount of access distributed to political-money suppliers . . . [by] expand[ing] the number of small contributors”).
Further, in light of the high cost candidates face in broader fundraising, entities such as grassroots organizations, PACs, bundlers, and online interests should be recognized for their potential to increase participation. Although traditional reformers have lumped together most groups as “special interests” that corrupt politicians with “big money,” groups serve as important intermediaries that reach out to their members (who often lack large resources themselves) and pool resources to support political candidates.\(^ {166} \) These groups appeal more to the specific interests and energies of individual voters and overcome many of the collective action problems associated with fundraising in a broad democracy with a large population.\(^ {167} \)

Rather than continuing to try to take special interests and money out of politics, reformers should shift directions and “find ways to harness politics to fix politics.”\(^ {168} \) Instead of aspiring to handcuff political elites, reformers should work to realign incentives so that candidates, political parties, and outside groups benefit by facilitating broader participation.

 Granted, absent contribution limits, politicians would have incentives to raise even more money from a narrower group of even larger contributors.\(^ {169} \) But restrictions alone are incomplete—not only because they invite circumven-

---

166. See Mark E. Warren, Democracy and Association 69–82 (2001) (asserting that associations provide information to members and help develop political skills); Greenman, supra note 58, at 218–19, 237 (discussing the participatory benefits of interest groups and civil society); Schmitt, supra note 59, at 15 (“Underlying the reform movement seems to be a vision of unmediated political communication that writes organization out. Yet political organizations—parties, interest and affinity groups, community organizations, non-profits, even blogs and other media—can help people find and sort through their shifting and conflicting policy preferences, and, by organizing, can help give power to people who are not economically powerful on their own.”); Schuck, supra note 66, at 580 (noting that groups also facilitate participation by recruiting new members, providing venues for members to discuss and clarify positions, communicating members’ views to policymakers, monitoring elected officials’ actions, and communicating this information to their members); Smith, supra note 66, at 1076 (“Interest groups, and the PACs they spawn, thus play an important role in monitoring officeholders’ performances so as to prevent shirking.”).

167. See Citizens Against Rent Control v. City of Berkeley, 454 U.S. 290, 296 (1981) (noting that that “the freedom of association is diluted if it does not include the right to pool money through contributions, for funds are often essential if “advocacy” is to be truly or optimally “effective”’’” (quoting Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 65–66 (1976))); BeVier, supra note 67, at 1274–75 (“‘Special interest’ groups, and the political action committees that they form, are a means of overcoming the collective action problems . . . .’’); Smith, supra note 66, at 1064 (“Campaign finance reform efforts tend to overlook the significant collective action problem that prevents most voters from giving financially to candidates . . . . [A] system of private campaign finance will almost inevitably come to rely on large individual donors who believe that their substantial gift can make a difference, and on interest groups (i.e., PACs) that overcome voter inertia by organizing voters to address particular concerns.”).

168. Gerken & Kang, supra note 70; see also Malbin, supra note 108 (“The key to a successful public financing program is to realize that it has to be about creating incentives for broader participation.”).

169. See Malbin & Brusoe, supra note 17, at 6–8 (showing that states where candidates received a larger percentage of their money from large contributions generally had higher or no contribution limits). Prior to the passage of BCRA in 2002 (when contribution limits were $1,000 rather than $2,300), a larger percentage of candidate money came from smaller contributors. See Malbin et al., supra note 11, at 22–23.
tion, require prophylactic layers of regulation, and attract heightened judicial scrutiny, but also because restrictions alone do not do enough to encourage participation. Evolving from a command-and-control structure of restrictions to a regulatory system that includes incentives is a common trend across the law, and reformers should follow suit.

B. LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS THAT PROMOTE PARTICIPATION

This section provides a menu of legislative proposals tailored to address the challenges to participation. By making it easier for citizens of all financial backgrounds to contribute and by increasing the value of smaller contributions to candidates, political parties, and outside groups, these proposals increase the likelihood that political actors will mobilize more citizens and increase financial participation in politics. The specific reforms detailed below are as follows: (1) establish a system of refundable tax credits for political contributions; (2) provide matching funds for the first $200 of a political contribution; (3) allow small-donor PACs; (4) allow political parties to spend money raised from small donors in coordination with candidates; and (5) exempt contributions totaling $500 or less from disclosure requirements.

Rather than provide a detailed blueprint of a campaign finance system that must be implemented as instructed without exception, this section illustrates that tangible proposals exist that advance the state’s interest in participation. A federal, state, or local legislative body could adopt all of these proposals or just some of them. A legislature could adjust each proposal’s details to fit a particular political culture, and individual legislators could emphasize some proposals over others based on his or her philosophy of government. Those particularly skeptical of government spending, for example, might choose to push for all of the reforms other than donor matching funds. Also, this is not an exhaustive list; other ideas that advance participation exist and will likely be developed in the

170. See Sunstein, supra note 136, at 1411 (“Mandates and bans invite efforts at circumvention.”).
172. Restrictions may also be incomplete tools with regard to preventing corruption because the demand for money facilitates circumvention. See de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 624 (“[W]e are not arguing that restrictions on contributions have no positive effects on the influence of wealthy interests on campaigns; certainly they do. But we do contend that such regulation alone will never completely solve the problems of actual corruption and the appearance of such because the system is complex and fluid enough to allow circumvention.”).
173. See Stephen G. Breyer, Regulation and Its Reform 164–74 (1982) (describing incentive-based alternatives to classical regulation such as tax credits and the creation of marketable property rights); Bruce A. Ackerman & Richard B. Stewart, Reforming Environmental Law: The Democratic Case for Market Incentives, 13 Colum. J. Envtl. L. 171, 182–83 (1988) (arguing that a reform of environmental regulation relying on market incentives will improve both meaningful democratic debate and regulatory efficiency); Sunstein, supra note 136, at 1391 (asserting that reformers might “avoid rigid command-and-control strategies for restricting expenditures, and experiment with more flexible, incentive-based approaches”).
future.\footnote{174}

1. Tax Credits for Campaign Contributions

Federal, state, or local governments could increase participation by offering a
tax credit of up to $100 per year to individuals who make contributions to
candidates, political parties, or PACs. A person who had contributed $100 to a
candidate would either reduce her tax bill by $100 or receive a refund from the
government of $100. Currently, four states offer a tax credit for political
contributions (Arkansas, Ohio, Oregon, and Virginia).\footnote{175} Rather than work
through the tax system, Minnesota offers a 100% refund up to $50 per person
for contributors who submit their Political Contribution Refund receipt to the
state.\footnote{176}

A refund addresses income challenges by effectively increasing the income of
individuals by the amount that they contribute to a campaign up to $100.\footnote{177} By
reducing the cost of participation and increasing the likelihood of giving, the
proposal also increases the incentive of fundraisers to target smaller donors.

Evidence suggests that a refund produces this effect. A 2006 Minnesota
survey found that 81% of incumbents and 87.8% of nonincumbents somewhat
agreed or strongly agreed that they asked less-affluent people to contribute
because of the refund.\footnote{178} The survey found that the rebate influenced the
decision to give of 62% of donors with household incomes under $40,000, 49%
of donors with household incomes between $40,000 and $100,000, and 28% of
donors with household incomes of $100,000 or more.\footnote{179} Minnesota had the

\footnote{174. Imposing contribution limits on outside groups and lowering contribution limits to parties and
candidates could possibly facilitate broader participation by encouraging political actors to reach out to
a broader cross section of citizens to generate support. See Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S.
377, 401 (2000) (Breyer, J., concurring) (“[B]y limiting the size of the largest contributions, such
restrictions aim to democratize the influence that money itself may bring to bear upon the electoral
process. In doing so, they seek to build public confidence in that process and broaden the base of a
candidate’s meaningful financial support, encouraging the public participation and open discussion that
the First Amendment itself presupposes.” (citation omitted)). But see Malbin & Brusco, supra note 17,
at 4 tbl.1, 13 (explaining how reducing contribution limits in a hypothetical jurisdiction with multiple
matching funds would only minimally effect the proportional role of small donors). This Article does
not include lower contribution limits as a device to enhance participation because the Supreme Court
has analyzed lower contribution limits through a prevention of corruption prism and struck them down
as restricting expressive and associational liberty interests. See Randall v. Sorrell, 548 U.S. 230, 236

175. Virginia gives a relatively modest 50% tax credit up to $25 per individual, and Arkansas, Ohio,
and Oregon provide a more generous 100% tax credit up to $50 for political contributions. Va. Code
Ann. § 58.1-339.6 (2010); Ark. Code Ann. § 7-6-222 (2010); Ohio Rev. Code Ann. § 5747.29 (West


177. See de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 643. The refund would not constitute taxable
income.

178. See Malbin et al., supra note 8, at 24 tbl.6.

179. Press Release, Campaign Fin. Inst., Minnesota’s $50 Political Contribution Refunds Ended on
20090708_MN_refund_w-Charts.pdf.
fourth highest participation rate of contributions to state candidates of thirty-three states studied, and donors of $100 or less accounted for 45% of private money raised by state candidates (these same donors accounted for only 10%–20% of candidate money in twelve states and less than 10% in twenty states).181

Properly structuring the tax credit is essential to effectively enhancing participation. The tax credit should be refundable so that poor and lower-income individuals who have no tax liability can take advantage of it and participate in campaigns.182 Avoiding administrative barriers through an easy refund application process and refunding the contribution within a few weeks also helps increase participation.183 Also, to increase incentives so that a variety of political actors will help mobilize citizen participation, the credit should be available to individuals who contribute to candidates, political parties, and PACs.186

2. Donor Matching Funds

Lawmakers could expand participation by establishing a system to match the money a contributor gives to a candidate. New York City, for example, matches the first $175 of a political contribution at a six-to-one ratio. By increasing the value of an individual’s $100 contribution so that it is worth $700 to a candidate, the matching fund system reduces the transaction costs of raising

180. See MALBIN & BRUSOE, supra note 17, at 7 tbl.3.
181. CFI Press Release, supra note 179.
182. Before 1986, a nonrefundable federal tax credit of 50% for up to $50 in individual contributions and $100 for joint filers existed for political contributions—and, thus, only those with tax liability could utilize it. Revenue Act of 1978, Pub. L. No. 95-600, § 113(c), 92 Stat. 2763, 2778. Due to the low participation rates and the fact that many contributors were wealthy and would have already contributed, the federal political tax credit was phased out in 1986. See Tax Reform Act of 1986, Pub. L. No. 99-514, § 112, 100 Stat. 2085, 2108; see also President’s Tax Proposals to the Congress for Fairness, Growth and Simplicity, 25 STAND. FED. TAX REP. 106, 106–107 (extra ed., May 1985) (proposing repeal of credit).
183. MALBIN ET AL., supra note 8, at 9, 17–18 (explaining that Minnesota’s refund program is more effective than Ohio’s because of Minnesota’s relatively easy application process and quick distribution of refunds).
184. Further, noncandidate entities, such as PACs and political parties, may maximize the significance of an individual’s $100 contribution, as these noncandidate entities are often better equipped than most individuals to monitor candidate behavior and invest money in the most competitive races. These arguments suggest it may be good policy to apply the 6-to-1 matching program described below to individual contributions to political parties and PACs, but public opinion against PACs and parties may make it difficult to extend such a sizable public subsidy to funds allocated by these entities.
185. Some might propose that government should limit these tax credits to individuals who give to candidates who “opt-in” to a set of requirements, such as spending limits or raising the majority of their money from individuals who give $200 or less. The problem, however, is that the purpose of the program (promoting citizen participation) is not advanced among citizens who support nonparticipating candidates.
186. See Cmar, supra note 108, at 490 (“As with other political contribution incentive programs, the credit should be available to a broad range of political agents, including candidates, parties, and PACs.”).
campaign funds from smaller contributors.\(^{187}\)

To qualify for the New York City program, candidates must gather a minimum total amount of contributions from a specified number of residents depending on the office (for example, $5,000 from at least seventy-five in-district residents for city council).\(^{188}\) Candidate participation rates are relatively high: In 2009, participants included 93% of primary candidates, 66% of general election candidates, and 95% of those elected to city office.\(^{189}\)

The New York City matching program increased participation. In 2005, the typical participating city council candidate had 51% more contributors and twice as many small contributors as the typical nonparticipating candidate.\(^{190}\) Four times as many New Yorkers contributed to city candidates (which had the matching program) than contributed to state candidates in 2006 (which had no incentive program).\(^{191}\) Money attributable to donors of $250 or less made up 54% of the money of candidates who participated in the matching program (including public money) but only 11% of the nonparticipating New York City candidates’ money. Such donations accounted for only 16% of the money raised by state candidates in Tennessee (the median state among thirty-three states studied).\(^{192}\)

Interviews with New York City candidates suggest that the matching program

---


\(^{188}\) New York City, N.Y., Code § 3-703(2)(a) (2007).

\(^{189}\) All but Mayor Bloomberg and two of the fifty-one City Council members participated. Migally & Liss, supra note 116, at 10.

\(^{190}\) Id. at 15.

\(^{191}\) Id. at 11–12 (noting that 0.34% of voting age population in New York City contributed to state elections, compared to 1.39% of the NYC voting age population contributing to city campaigns in 2005). New York City has ninety-seven state officials that represent the city (including the Governor, Lt. Governor, Comptroller, and Attorney General (all statewide); twenty-eight state senators; and sixty-five state legislators with all or parts of their districts in the city), and fifty-nine city officials that represent the city (including the Mayor, the Public Advocate, the Comptroller, five Borough Presidents, and fifty-one City Council members). Small-donor incentives seem to have a much greater impact on the percentage of money that candidates receive from small donors than they do in boosting the percentage of the voting age population that makes a financial contribution. This may be because the number of constituents per legislator is relatively small in a state like Rhode Island, New Mexico, or Vermont (the top three states in participation), and, thus, legislators can develop more of a bond that warrants a financial contribution with a larger percentage of the population (California and New York are the bottom two states in participation). See Malbin & Brusoe, supra note 17, at 7.

\(^{192}\) Id. at 4 tbl.1, 10 fig.3, 13. Among participating candidates, contributors of under $250 accounted for more private money (32%) than contributors of over $1,000 (30 %). See id. at 12 fig.5.
increased candidate incentives to reach out to more people. Former City Councilmember David Yassky explained the calculus from the perspective of a candidate:

[W]ithout the multiple match, a $175 contribution is of marginal value to a campaign because it is simply too time intensive to seek out small donors. For example, I could make one phone call and ask for a $2,000 check, or I could make 20 calls to solicit $100 donations. The six-to-one multiple match turns $100 into $700, making it worth it to pursue small donors. Because there is no public financing system in place at the federal level, federal candidates are much less interested in $100 checks than are candidates in New York City elections.

Candidates also suggested that the matching program increased incentives of contributors to give. Public Advocate Bill de Blasio explained:

Even people who were not very interested in politics were energized by the possibility that they could play such a role in the campaign because of the effect the multiplier had on their smaller contribution. When people who didn’t understand that there was a six-to-one match learned about the match, it was huge for them. Someone who would never have given $175 to a campaign would do it with the match. It empowered them by empowering their money.

3. Small-Donor PACs

Policymakers can advance the state’s interest in expanding participation by passing laws that allow for small-donor PACs. Small-donor PACs are limited to accepting contributions from individuals in smaller amounts than conventional PACs, but they are entitled to make larger contributions to candidates than conventional PACs. For example, in Colorado, conventional PACs can collect contributions of no more than $500 per person per year, whereas small-donor PACs can collect no more than $50 per person per year. Conventional PACs

194. Id. at 14 (alteration in original) (citing Interview by Angela Migally with David Yassky, Commissioner/Chair, N.Y. City Taxi and Limousine Commission, in New York, NY (June 25, 2010)).
195. Id. at 12 (footnote omitted) (citing Telephone Interview by Elizabeth Daniel with Bill de Blasio, Public Advocate, in New York, NY (May 18, 2010)).
196. In 1996, Arkansas voters passed an initiative that created small-donor PACs. See Cmar, supra note 108, at 464–65. Under the initiative, regular PACs were limited to collecting $300 from individuals and could contribute only $300 to statewide executive offices and $100 to state legislative and judicial offices. Id. By contrast, small-donor PACs could collect contributions of no more than $25 but could give up to $2,500 in contributions to a candidate. Id. The U.S. Court of Appeals for the Eighth Circuit struck down the low contribution limits on regular PACs (taking them up to $1,000), and reduced the higher contribution limits from small-donor PACs to other candidates (from $2,500 down to $1,000) on Equal Protection Grounds. See Russell v. Burris, 146 F.3d 563, 568–72 (8th Cir. 1998), cert. denied, 525 U.S. 1001 (1998). Arkansas and Colorado are the only two states that have recognized small-donor PACs as a special category of PAC with special rules. Cmar, supra note 108, at 465 n.123.
are limited to contributing only $500 to a statewide candidate, however, while small-donor PACs can give up to $5,000 to a statewide candidate.197

Although initial research on small-donor PACs is limited, data suggest that small-donor PACs increase participation. In 2006, Colorado state legislative candidates received 61% of their funds from small-donor PACs and individuals who contributed less than $250, including 22% of their funds from small-donor PACs alone.198

Some traditional reformers may claim that small-donor PACs are more likely to represent ideological, union, or business association special interests that cloud a representative’s judgment of issues on the merits. Small-donor PACs, however, are perfect examples of “harnessing politics to fix politics”199—of realigning incentives so that political operatives benefit by facilitating broader participation. Small-donor PACs act as mobilizers and absorb the transaction costs associated with fundraising from small donors. Small-donor PACs have greater incentives to solicit from small donors because they can give candidates more money. Candidates have greater incentives to solicit from small-donor PACs because the candidates can receive higher contributions (it takes less time to raise from them), and because small-donor PACs also generally bring voters with them. The organizations that set up small-donor PACs serve as important intermediaries that empower their members (who often lack large resources themselves) by tapping into the specific interests of their members, pooling members’ resources, and monitoring legislative behavior so that contributions can most effectively advance their members’ interests.

4. Relaxed Coordination Rules

Lawmakers can also advance the participation interest by passing laws that allow political parties to make unlimited coordinated expenditures in support of candidates but only from small donors who give $200 or less.200

Just like other political actors, parties may make unlimited-independent expenditures in support of or in opposition to a candidate.201 Federal law deems party money spent in coordination with a candidate, however, to be similar to a contribution and, therefore, subjects such coordinated spending to limits.202

197. See COLO. CONST. art. XXVIII § 3(2). These limits are adjusted every four years to account for inflation. COLO. CONST. art. XXVIII § 3(13).
198. E-mail from Michael Malbin, Executive Dir., Campaign Fin. Inst., to Spencer Overton, Professor of Law, The George Wash. Univ. Law Sch. (Jan. 5, 2011) (on file with author). Regular PACs contributed just 7% of the money received by state legislative candidates. Id.
199. Gerken & Kang, supra note 70.
200. CORRADO ET AL., supra note 128, at 48 (proposing that party committees be allowed to “make unlimited coordinated expenditures in support of candidates from funds raised from small donors who give an aggregate of $200 or less”). States could also consider expanding this proposal to allow PACs to make unlimited coordinated expenditures in support of candidates from funds raised from donors of $200 or less.
202. 2 U.S.C. § 441a(a)(7)(B), (d) (2006). Using a spending formula, federal law limits the amount of money a party can spend in coordination with a candidate. Id. § 441a(d). The limits of the
Many states follow this model.\textsuperscript{203} As a result of this restriction, parties often spend the maximum allowed under law on coordinated expenditures and then five to six times more on independent expenditures.\textsuperscript{204}

Allowing party committees to make unlimited coordinated expenditures from money raised by small donors who give $200 or less would increase the value of small donors to parties and would prompt parties to mobilize more people to give.\textsuperscript{205} In 2008, the six federal party committees raised four times the amount from small donors that they spent on coordinated expenditures,\textsuperscript{206} and a relaxed coordination rule for small-donor money would increase the party’s ability to spend this money most effectively to support particular candidates in particular geographic areas. Further, because the funds must stem from contributors of $200 or less, the proposal would not allow individuals to funnel money through the party to circumvent contribution limits to candidates (which are higher than $200).\textsuperscript{207}

5. Exempt Contributions Under $500 From Disclosure

Lawmakers should consider whether participation is facilitated by exempting from disclosure donors who give an aggregate of $500 or less per election to a candidate, party, or PAC, and tying the threshold to inflation.\textsuperscript{208} On the federal level, contributions totaling $200 or less per election are exempt from disclosure,\textsuperscript{209} and in many states and localities that figure is lower. Although conventional wisdom assumes that more transparency is good, lawmakers should weigh the benefits against the costs.

With regard to benefits, disclosure of contributions of less than $500 does little to prevent quid-pro-quo corruption, the appearance of such corruption, or party-coordinated expenditure with the candidate vary based on whether the candidate is running for President, U.S. Senate, or U.S. House. See id.

\textsuperscript{203} See, e.g., HAW. REV. STAT. § 11-363(a) (2010); N.M. STAT. § 1-19-34.7(C) (2010).

\textsuperscript{204} CORRADO ET AL., supra note 128, at 49.

\textsuperscript{205} See generally NANCY L. ROSENBLUM, ON THE SIDE OF THE ANGELS: AN APPRECIATION OF PARTIES AND PARTISANSHIP (2008) (asserting that, contrary to conventional wisdom, political parties add value to democracy by channeling political energies and regulating rivalries).

\textsuperscript{206} Id. at 52.

\textsuperscript{207} Id.


\textsuperscript{209} Federal Election Campaign Act Amendments of 1974, § 101(B)(1).
to inform voters which special interests support a candidate. Disclosure is important, however, to creating a culture in which candidates see the political benefits of a large small-donor base as evidence that the candidate is responsive to average Americans. Disclosure of smaller contributions may also have the viral benefit of stimulating further participation by other smaller contributors. Further, disclosure may allow scholars and reformers to study and improve participation proposals.

Regarding costs, disclosure requirements of smaller donors drive up administrative costs to campaigns, which may discourage candidates from engaging in widespread solicitation of donors of more modest means. Although smaller donors may refrain from contributing because their friends, co-workers, and neighbors may learn of their political views (especially in elections involving controversial candidates or issues), little data exists to establish the magnitude to which disclosure chills small contributions.

Lawmakers should determine whether to increase the contribution disclosure floor from $200 to $500 after obtaining data and weighing the costs against the benefits of disclosure listed above. Lawmakers might also retain the benefits of disclosure while mitigating costs by eliminating disclosure that reveals the personal identity of $200–$500 contributors (for example, name, employer, and street address), while retaining disclosure that allows researchers and politicians to assess the influence of $200–$500 contributors (for example, the contribution amount and date and the zip code of the contributor).

C. POLICY ANALYSIS OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS

Although jurisdictions that have adopted one of the proposals above often have relatively high participation rates, little data exists that compares the relative effectiveness of each proposal in increasing participation. In implementing any of the proposals, burdening citizen contributors with unnecessary paperwork and related administrative requirements often hinders participation.

210. Briffault, supra note 63, at 298–99 (observing that disclosure of smaller donors bears little benefit in preventing undue influence and the gain in public information is minimal because few people other than relatives, neighbors, and coworkers will know the identity of small donors).

211. Id. at 298 (observing that disclosure of small donors increases administrative costs, in part due to the increased number of disclosures but also because smaller donors are more likely to be inexperienced with disclosure requirements and make mistakes that must be corrected by diverting campaign staff time, and that this is a significant burden for smaller, less-well-funded campaigns). These administrative costs may be mitigated, however, with better technology and more efficient reporting systems.

212. Id. at 299; cf. Citizens United v. FEC, 130 S. Ct. 876, 980 (2010) (Thomas, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part) (“Many supporters [of Proposition 8 in California] (or their customers) suffered property damage, or threats of physical violence or death, as a result [of mandatory disclosure of their identity as supporters of the proposition].”).

213. Malbin et al., supra note 8, at 9, 17–18 (explaining that Minnesota’s refund program is more effective than Ohio’s because of Minnesota’s relatively easy application process and quick distribution of refunds).
It is unclear that any proposal above favors one major party. Surveys suggest that Republicans control about $18,000 more a year in annual family income than Democrats, and Democratic Presidential candidate Barack Obama attracted more small donations that any candidate in history. Disclosure reports reveal, however, that congressional candidates who received the largest share of small contributions are disproportionately Republican, and, in Minnesota, the fundraising attributable to refunds increased more substantially among the state Republican Party than its Democratic counterpart.

Proposals that advance participation contemplate the need for money in politics and provide for such resources—and thus create strong incentives for candidates and parties to raise money within the regulated system. In contrast, increased restrictions—such as lower contribution limits or tighter restrictions on coordinated spending—increase incentives for political actors to raise money outside of the normal regulated system.

Proposals that advance participation are also more politically feasible than many other campaign reforms. Many incumbent officeholders are skeptical of voting for bills that give both incumbents and challengers equal public funding—for example, proposals that advance participation do not advantage challenger candidates but instead empower citizens. Also, incumbent officeholders are more likely to support proposals that advance participation because the proposals expand the pool of potential contributors and allow more efficiencies between incumbent officeholders’ fundraising operations and constituency outreach.

The argument that reformers should avoid participation-enhancing programs for fear of being labeled out-of-touch “tax and spend” liberals lacks merit. Other groups are not deterred by causes that require an outlay of funds, including but not limited to highway funds, foreign aid to specific nations, defense spending, and agricultural subsidies. Further, the budget implications are minor considering that participation-enhancing programs facilitate widespread citizen engagement in a political process that allocates trillions of dollars in tax revenues and

---


215. See Steve Spires, Campaigns of Few House Incumbents Fueled by the ‘Small Donors,’ CTR. FOR RESPONSIVE POLITICS (May 18, 2010, 1:00 PM), http://www.opensecrets.org/news/2010/05/campaigns-of-few-house-incumbents.html (noting that, in 2010, “[o]nly eight House members . . . received more than 35 percent of contributions from small donors. Of this group, six are Republicans”); see also Campaign Finance Institute, 2010 Unitemized Contributions Spreadsheet (on file with the author) (showing that, of the top forty House candidate recipients of under $200 contributions, twenty-eight are Republicans).

216. “Between 1995 and 2002, the Democratic-Farmers-Labor (DFL) Party of Minnesota saw its fundraising attributable to the refunds rise from $422,000 to $700,000. During the same time, the Republican Party of Minnesota saw its fundraising attributable from refunds rise from $679,000 to $2,400,000.” de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 652 n.242.


218. See supra notes 116, 193–95 and accompanying text.
government expenditures. In the United States, for example, the federal government alone collected an average of $7,005.77 per resident in revenue and expended on average $2,639.71 per resident on defense, $2,328.78 on Medicare and Medicaid, and $1,590.31 on nondefense discretionary spending (for example, other executive branch and independent agencies), and $634.83 on interest on the public debt. An annual expenditure of $4.88 per person for matching funds (or loss in revenue for a tax credit) is a modest cost to increase input from—and accountability to—a broad and diverse group of Americans and to reduce corruption and the appearance of corruption in the allocation of these resources. The contribution

---


220. See Office of Mgmt. & Budget, supra note 219, at 174 tbl.S-3 (showing expenditures on discretionary security programs of $815 billion).

221. See id. (showing expenditures on Social Security of $701 billion).

222. See id. (showing expenditures on Medicare of $446 billion and Medicaid of $273 billion).

223. See id. (showing expenditures on discretionary “non-security” programs of $491 billion).

224. See id. (showing expenditures on interest on of $196 billion).


226. Some estimate that a federal tax credit would, at a maximum, represent a loss in total tax revenue of between $3 billion and $5.25 billion per year ($5.25 billion would represent an average loss of $17 per resident). de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 661. In 2008, $3 billion was less than one-half of 1% of the total cost of tax deductions and about 4% of the total amount of tax credits claimed. See Individual Income Tax Returns: Selected Income and Tax Items for Specified Tax Years, 1999–2008, IRS (2010), http://www.irs.gov/pub/irs-soi/histab1.xls (indicating that American taxpayers claimed tax credits of $62.6 billion and deductions of $2 trillion in 2008).

227. Some suggest that contributions do not shape budgetary priorities. See Ctr. for Competitive Politics, supra note 208, at 14–16, 21 (asserting no connection exists between campaign contributions and political favors, noting that public financing will not reduce government spending, and suggesting that public financing may facilitate earmarks and pork barrel spending by elected officials who prioritize their constituents’ parochial interests over national interests). Others disagree and assert that firms profit from contributions. See Money in Politics & Government Waste, Am. for Campaign Reform, http://www.accreform.org/research/money-in-politics-government-waste/ (last visited Jan. 17, 2012) (observing that “[t]he top ten recipients of defense industry earmarks in 2008” each received an average of $13 in federal funds for every $1 they spent on contributions and lobbying expenditures).
match or contribution tax credit could be made revenue-neutral by identifying and abolishing less worthwhile expenditures, tax credits, or tax deductions (a value-laden exercise best performed by elected officials in the unique context of the federal and state and local political environments).

In some states or localities, a tax credit may be more politically feasible than the matching fund program. Although the matching funds are tied to contributions of private money by citizens, some elected officials may be reluctant to allocate tax dollars to political campaigns. A tax credit has characteristics that attract members of both parties (Democrats favor public financing and Republicans favor market-based incentives and returning money to taxpayers), and both conservative and liberal groups have supported a tax credit for political contributions. Legislators are familiar with tax incentives, and such incentives are politically easier than appropriations. While the Federal Election Commission has experience with a modest (and obsolete) presidential-primary matching-fund program, many localities and states would need to establish a new regulatory structure to administer matching funds (but not to administer a tax credit).

Some might object to matching funds and tax credits subsidizing the donations of wealthier large contributors and might push to limit these programs to contributions of $200 and less. Such limitations would avoid subsidizing larger contributors who would have given regardless of the incentive, would increase fundraisers’ incentives to mobilize smaller donors, and would also reduce the budgetary implications of the matching program or tax credit. Matching funds available only to small donors, however, may prove unworkable. Any private contribution between $201 and $1,400, for example, would go unmatched and

Although demonstrating that campaign contributions produce unwarranted expenditures or tax relief is beyond the scope of this Article, the allocation of tax burdens and spending priorities certainly warrants the engagement of the broad base of citizens that results from multiple matching funds.

228. See de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 642–43.


231. See de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 641–42 (noting that a tax credit is “straightforward . . . . It does not require a massive revision of current tax code. It does not require establishing a new administrative agency to administer it. . . . The tax credit does not necessitate a gargantuan tracking and documentation effort. . . . Rather, [it] merely adds a line item on the current federal tax form to encourage the democratic process in the United States”).
be less valuable than a matched $200 contribution, and the proposal may prompt evasion and difficulties in enforcement. Further, although a system that matches both a $200 contribution (worth $1,400) and a $1,000 contribution (worth $2,200) falls short of formal equality, such a system provides adequate incentives for candidates to pursue various contributors and facilitates meaningful participation for a diverse group of contributors. Finally, matching funds limited to contributions of $200 and less may raise constitutional questions, as some may argue that the program is designed to equalize the influence of contributors and acts as a de facto contribution limit by discouraging individuals from giving more than $200.232

Tax credits and contribution-matching programs may be vulnerable to repeal in some jurisdictions due to budgetary implications, and thus policymakers may prefer participation-promoting programs that require no public money (e.g., small Donor PACs, relaxed party-coordination rules, and relaxed disclosure rules). Legislators routinely look to balance budgets without raising taxes, and a tax credit or contribution match can be cut with little public attention. Such elimination was the fate of the federal tax credit in 1986 and also resulted in a two-year suspension of Minnesota’s program in 2009.233

While all of the proposals above will change incentives and increase participation rates, it is important to recognize limitations. None of the proposals listed above are likely to increase financial participation rates to the level of voting participation rates in the near future. For example, while the multiple match in New York City may quadruple participation rates and prompt most candidates to collect the bulk of their money from individuals who give $250 or less, only 1.39% of the New York City voting age population contributed to city campaigns in 2005.234 Also, some disengaged citizens on the fringes of society are

232. Matching funds and tax credits limited to small donors might be challenged based on the Court’s decisions in Davis v. FEC and Arizona Free Enterprise v. Bennett, both of which invalidated provisions that leveled electoral opportunities for candidates. See Ariz. Free Enter. Club’s Freedom Club PAC v. Bennett, 131 S. Ct. 2806 (2011) (striking down provision that gave “equalizing funds” to publicly-financed candidates when they were outspent by privately-financed candidates); Davis v. FEC, 554 U.S. 724 (2008) (striking down the “Millionaire’s Amendment,” which raised the contribution limits for a candidate whose opponent spent over a certain level of her own money on the campaign). These claims, however, would likely fail because matching funds and tax credits limited to small donors differ from the provisions invalidated in Davis and Arizona Free Enterprise. Matching funds and tax credits limited to small donors focus on contributors rather than candidates, and they are not “triggered” when a larger contributor exercises her First Amendment rights (and therefore do not deter larger contributions). Further, the government does not make viewpoint-based or content-based decisions on whose speech to subsidize, as there is no viewpoint inherent in the criterion “small donor,” and wealthier individuals may still take advantage of the match by giving a smaller amount.


unable to afford to give even $5 to utilize the proposals above. Although this Article’s proposals will not resolve all democratic challenges that implicate poverty, civic literacy, and culture,\(^\text{235}\) the proposals will improve our democracy over the status quo. The proposals will reduce income as a barrier to financial participation for many citizens and will incentivize political actors to engage a broader and more diverse pool of citizens in their fundraising.

**D. THE CONSTITUTIONAL STATUS OF LEGISLATIVE PROPOSALS**

As discussed in this section, tax credits, donor matching funds, and relaxed restrictions on PACs and parties funded by small donors are constitutional.\(^\text{236}\)

1. **Multiple Matching Funds and Tax Credits Are Constitutional**

   Opponents of matching funds and tax credits limited to small donors might challenge the proposals based on the Court’s decisions in *Davis v. FEC\(^\text{237}\)* and *Arizona Free Enterprise v. Bennett*,\(^\text{238}\) both of which expressed skepticism of the government’s attempts to level electoral opportunities for candidates.

   In *Davis*, the Court struck down the “Millionaire’s Amendment,” which raised the contribution limits for a candidate whose opponent spent more than a certain amount of her own money on the campaign.\(^\text{239}\) This “trigger” was “an unprecedented penalty on any candidate who robustly exercise[d] [his or her] First Amendment right.”\(^\text{240}\) The Act “require[d] a candidate to choose between the First Amendment right to engage in unfettered political speech and subjection to discriminatory fundraising limitations.”\(^\text{241}\) Following a similar rationale in *Arizona Free Enterprise*, the Court struck down a provision that gave additional “equalizing” government funds to publicly financed candidates that was triggered when those candidates were outspent by their privately financed opponents.\(^\text{242}\)

   *Davis* and *Arizona Free Enterprise*, however, do not prohibit tax credits and
matching funds. The programs at issue in Davis and Arizona Free Enterprise sought to equalize the influence of candidates with varying resources, whereas small-donor incentives aim to expand participation broadly among citizens without equalizing their voices. Small-donor proposals are not “triggered” for some political actors when a larger contributor exercises her First Amendment rights, and, therefore, the multiple matching funds and tax credit proposals do not act as restrictions that burden the speech of larger contributors.243

While opponents may argue that matching funds and tax credits seem to “equalize” citizens by reducing the relative advantage of large contributors,244 equality is an incidental byproduct of many legitimate regulations. Contribution limits of $2,500, for example, not only prevent corruption but also limit inequality by preventing higher-income individuals from contributing more money. Indeed, preventing quid pro quo corruption involves restraining the extreme inequality in influence that one financial supporter enjoys over an elected official relative to other citizens.

Matching funds and tax credits do not discriminate against wealthier Americans. Nothing in the Equal Protection Clause or First Amendment limits the government in its efforts to overcome the disabilities of poverty. Although the government has a means test for various types of benefits (for example, tax credits frequently are designed to expire at a particular income), the political-contribution tax credit and matching funds programs do not even propose a means test.245 Wealthy larger donors and less wealthy smaller donors are eligible for a tax credit of $100 or a match on the first $200 of a contribution, and, thus, the arguments that they present content-based, viewpoint-based, or identity-based discrimination carry little weight. The Court has repeatedly held that policies that disproportionately disadvantage less-wealthy people are not constitutionally suspect,246 and the fact that less-wealthy donors may benefit

243. Participation incentives—whether applicable to all donors or limited to small donors—should not be enacted to discourage politicians from fundraising from large contributors or to silence the voices of large contributors. Such a decision to “dilute” the voice of big contributors returns to the conventional restrictive model and raises serious constitutional concerns. See, e.g., de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 594–95 (“In addition to trying to limit the amount of money spent by the well-to-do, Congress should work to dilute their influence by increasing the supply of other money into the system.”); Malbin, supra note 108 (“There are at least three good reasons to care about increasing the role of small donors: to dilute the role of large donors, to make the system more representative and to increase democratic engagement as a good in itself.”).

244. For example, a reform that gives a 6-to-1 match on the first $200 of a contribution reduces the size of a $1,000 contribution (worth $2,200) relative to a $200 contribution (worth $1,400).

245. Using an income limit to ensure that affluent donors are unable to use the match or tax credit would constitute a wealth-based classification. See de Figueiredo & Garrett, supra note 61, at 646 (limiting their proposed refundable tax credit to individuals who make less than $100,000 in Adjusted Gross Income ($200,000 for joint filers)). Even if the match and tax credit were considered to be a wealth-based classification, rational basis review would apply, and the proposals likely would pass because they further the government’s legitimate interests in boosting participation and limiting the cost of a public financing system.

disproportionately from matching funds or tax credits does not pose constitutional problems.

Indeed, in *Buckley v. Valeo*, the Court upheld the constitutionality of matching funds (a one-to-one match on the first $250 of a contribution). The Court explicitly found that the program “furthers, not abridges, pertinent First Amendment values” because it was “a congressional effort, not to abridge, restrict, or censor speech, but rather to use public money to facilitate and enlarge public discussion and participation in the electoral process, goals vital to a self-governing people.” Increasing the match to six-to-one does nothing to “abridge, restrict, or censor” speech and more effectively furthers the pertinent First Amendment values *Buckley* referenced by multiplying the money available for public discussion and enhancing incentives for participation.

2. Small-Donor PACs and Relaxed Coordination Rules for Small Donors Are Constitutional

Although proposals to create small-donor PACs and to allow parties to abide by relaxed coordination rules while using funds raised from small donors are likely constitutional, the proposals may attract First Amendment challenges under *Russell v. Burris*.

In *Russell*, the Eighth Circuit struck down an Arkansas law that created PACs that could accept only donations of $25 or less but were allowed to give candidates up to $2,500, instead of the usual $1,000. The court rejected the state’s argument that the limits were justified by the reduced possibility of corruption from PACs that are funded by a broader base of supporters. Although individual donors to the small-donor PAC might have less sway over politicians, the court found that the small-donor PAC itself could make much larger contributions and, thus, exert a much stronger corrupting influence. A litigant could argue that the reasoning of *Russell* requires invalidating both small-donor PACs and relaxed-coordination rules for parties using small-donor money.

*Russell* is the only case to address a small-donor-PAC law, however, and its reasoning and holding are questionable. First, the court in *Russell* failed to

---

Valtierra, 402 U.S. 137, 143 (1971) (California’s procedure requiring community approval of low-rent housing project does not violate Equal Protection Clause).

247. Buckley v. Valeo, 424 U.S. 1, 92–93 (1976) (per curiam); see also id. at 93 n.127 (“Our statute books are replete with laws providing financial assistance to the exercise of free speech . . . ”).

248. 146 F.3d 563 (8th Cir. 1998). Proposals to create small-donor PACs and to allow parties to abide by relaxed coordination rules while using funds raised from small donors also raise equal protection concerns similar to those leveled against tax credits and matching fund programs that are limited to small donors. Those legal claims would fail for similar reasons.

249. Id. at 565–66.

250. Id. at 571–72.

251. Id. at 572 (“Indeed, if any contribution is likely to give rise to a reasonable perception of undue influence or corruption, it would be one from an entity permitted to contribute two-and-a-half times the amount that most others are allowed to contribute.”).
consider or defer to the participation interest, which is a sufficiently important interest to justify both small-donor PACs and relaxed party-coordination laws. Providing an avenue for aggregating small donations and creating incentives for political operatives to pursue those donations boosts participation. Small-donor PACs and relaxed party-coordination laws are “closely drawn to serve a sufficiently important interest” of expanding participation.

Second, *Russell* is questionable even under an anticorruption analysis. *Russell* cited an independent expenditure case in applying “strict scrutiny,” but courts apply a lower standard of scrutiny to restrictions on contributions and coordinated spending. Further, courts routinely defer to legislative determinations to apply different contribution limits to different types of entities. Parties could also engage in limited coordinated spending on behalf of federal candidates. Under the rationale of *Russell v. Burris*, the entire federal contribution structure should be invalidated because it allows parties more influence over politicians than multicandidate PACs (due to the current limits on party coordinated spending) and allows both parties and multicandidate PACs more influence over politicians than non-multicandidate PACs and individuals. Clearly, however, a legislature may conclude that, because multicandidate PACs represent a large number of individuals (by law they must have at least fifty contributors), they are less likely to act as a conduit for the agendas of any particular private person than non-multicandidate PACs (which may have less than fifty contributors). Similarly, legislatures are entitled to conclude that small-donor PACs—due to the fact that they receive contributions of lesser amounts—pose even less of a risk of serving as a conduit

254. Davis, 554 U.S. at 737 (“This Court has previously sustained the facial constitutionality of limits on discrete and aggregate individual contributions and on coordinated party expenditures.”).
255. Press Release, FEC, FEC Announces Updated Contribution Limits (Jan. 23, 2007), available at http://www.fec.gov/press/press2007/20070123limits.html. Just as individuals can give different amounts to conventional PACs and small-donor PACs, the amount an individual could give to these different entities varied as well—individuals could give candidates $2,300, political committees $5,000, and national party committees $28,500. Id.
257. Courts defer to legislative judgments of appropriate contribution limits because “a court has no scalpel to probe, whether, say, a $2,000 ceiling might not serve as well as $1,000.” Buckley, 424 U.S. at 30; see also Nixon v. Shrink Mo. Gov’t PAC, 528 U.S. 377, 391–93 (2000) (“While Buckley’s evidentiary showing exemplifies a sufficient justification for contribution limits, it does not speak to what may be necessary as a minimum.”); FEC v. Nat’l Conservative PAC, 470 U.S. 480, 500 (1985) (admitting that Congress “has far more expertise than the Judiciary in campaign finance and corrupting influences”); FEC v. Nat’l Right to Work Comm., 459 U.S. 197, 210 (1982) (“[W]e accept Congress’s judgment that it is the potential for [corruption] that demands regulation. Nor will we second guess a legislative determination as to the need for prophylactic measures where corruption is the evil feared.”).
for the private agendas of any particular individual.\textsuperscript{258} As the Court stated in \textit{Davis v. FEC}:

\begin{quote}
There is . . . no constitutional basis for attacking contribution limits on the ground that they are too high. Congress has no constitutional obligation to limit contributions at all; and [higher contribution limits cannot be challenged] if Congress concludes that allowing contributions of a certain amount does not create an undue risk of corruption or the appearance of corruption . . . .\textsuperscript{259}
\end{quote}

For similar reasons, it is also doubtful that \textit{Russell} could be successfully employed to invalidate relaxed coordination rules for political parties that use money raised from small donors. A legislature may reasonably conclude that, because smaller contributions come from a large number of small donors, these donors are less likely to attempt to use the party as a conduit for the agenda of any particular private person.\textsuperscript{260} While a $30,000 contributor to a party could circumvent $2,500 candidate contribution limits if the party could coordinate the money with the candidate, a $200 contribution to the party poses no similar danger of circumvention if this smaller contribution is coordinated with a candidate.

\textbf{CONCLUSION}

Lack of participation is a primary problem with money in politics. Relatively few people make political contributions. Rather than continue to try to purge special interest influence through more restrictions likely to be struck down by a Court hostile to the anticorruption rationale, reformers should embrace a more effective strategy of giving more people influence. Tax credits, donor matching funds, relaxed restrictions on PACs and parties funded by small donors, and exemptions from disclosure for donors of $500 or less are all reforms that could provide incentives for more people to participate. Reformers should work to implement the state’s interest in participation to make government more accountable and responsive to the people as whole.

\textsuperscript{258} See Issacharoff, \textit{supra} note 28, at 121, 130; see also id. at 128 (attempting to distinguish ingratiation and access for supporters from private capture of public functions and writing that “[a] pathology ensues only when political decisions are made to allow important sectional supporters ‘to gain privileged access to public resources’ for profit. Weak political parties and candidates with difficulty holding a programmatic electoral base begin to rely on patron-client networks to retain their positions.” (quoting Luis Roniger, \textit{Political Clientelism, Democracy, and Market Economy}, 36 \textit{Comp. Pol.} 353, 358 (2004)) (internal quotation marks omitted)).

\textsuperscript{259} \textit{Davis}, 554 U.S. at 737.

\textsuperscript{260} See \textit{supra} note 257 and accompanying text.